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Damaged
 power 
line  
causes 
power
 
loss  
for
 five
 
buildings 
By 
Stephanie M. 
Nichols 
Daily staff
 writer 
Power to 
live campus buildings was dis-
rupted
 yesterday when Project 88 construction 
crews hit high voltage cable while working in 
an 
on -site trench with a backhoe.
 
Project Construction Manager Barry Widen 
of Perini Corp..
 general contractor for Project 88. 
said a duct bank containing power 
cable  was 
damaged by a backhoe.
 a tractor used for digging 
and 
grading. 
Widen said the duct bank was thought to 
contain abandoned 
telephone
 cable as shown on 
the plans. 
Project
 88 is the $38 million expansion and 
renovation project of the Engineering Building
 
which
 is 
expected  to he completed in 
fall, 1988. 
Wahlquist
 
Library. Admissions
 and 
Re-
cords. 
Dudley
 Moorehead Hall. Morris Dailey 
Auditorium,  Tower Hall. Administration and the 
Instructional Resource Center 
were
 without 
power after approximately 
I :40 p.m. 
The buildings did not have incoming phone 
service because the phones cannot ring without 
electricity. 
Night classes were  
cancelled
 in Wahlquist 
Library, 
Dudley
 Moorehead and Dwight Bente! 
Hall. 
Thirty-two
 classes were affected, said Dick 
Staley. 
director
 of public information. Eight per-
cent
 of class
 sections 
on
 campus 
meet after 5 
p.m., he added 
A power shutdown 
was planned for 11 p.m. 
Wednesday for
 the entire campus with
 the excep-
tion 
of Clark Library. the 
Computer  Center. 
Health Center. 
Faculty
 Office Building, 
Central  
Classroom  Building. 
Spartan Complex and
 build-
ings south of 
San  Carlos Street, 
Staley  said. 
The affected buildings' 
power  line cannot be 
worked 
on
 while other 
buildings'  power lines
 
contain live 
current,  which is the 
reason  for the 
campus power shutdown. 
Qayoumi  said. 
Golden 
touch
 
John
 B 
Lawrence  
Daily  staff 
photographer
 
Delta Gamma 
members
 Bonnie Hill, graphics
 design 
sophomore, left,
 and Kathiene
 (lark,
 English sophomore, brush up the 
rail at 
Spartan 
Stadium. 
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esta  y sta 
p 
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Theta ('hi 
yellfesters:
 Dean 
Escapite,
 Steve 
Pyle,  Micah Harrel, and I.ance Wright. 
Greeks  yell while 
'catching  
wave'  
Ry Deborah 
J.
 Kaplan 
Daily 
stall 
writer  
The  voices of 
approximately
 350 Greeks 
tilled the Student Union 
Amphitheatre for the 
Greek 
Week Yell Festiva  Tuesday
 afternoon. 
The object of the event was 
for each house 
to make up 
ell 
or
 song 
that 
included  
three 
critena:
 the name of the fraternity
 or sorority 
house, the theme
 of the week which is 
"Catch 
the Wave," and SJSU. 
The requirements 
were broad enough
 so 
each house 
could get creative with it.
 said Re-
becca Purdin, co
-coordinator of Greek 
Week.  
See YELLFEST. mike 
3 
Greeks
 paint stadium
 
rail  
for philanthropy
 project 
By Lisa 
Bobadilla  
Daily staff
 writer 
Although the day got off to a 
slow start. SJSU 
fraternities and soro-
rities continued Greek Week with 
Philanthropy  Day Wednesday.
 
This year. the Greeks
 repainted 
cement railings at Spartan Stadium. 
The event 
was  slated to begin at II 
a.m., hut because of a lag 
in receiv-
ing paint
 and brushes from Plant Op-
erations, painting didn't start until I 
p.m. 
"Every year 
we
 do a 
service
 for 
the 
campus.  Last year it was 
window  
washing." said Dan McLeod. Greek 
Week co-chairman and Delta Upsilon 
member. 
This year. Greek adviser Nada 
Houston contacted 
Executive Vice 
President J. Handel 
Evans  seeking 
ideas for Philanthropy Day,  he 
said. 
Plant 
Operations
 provided
 the 
ideas 
ol either removing 
staples  from bul-
letin boards or painting the railings. 
At the slated
 starting time, the 
paint hadn't been mixed 
or received. 
McLeod said. 
While waiting for 
Plant Opera-
tions to 
deliver
 equipment, the 
frater-
nities and sororities
 bought scrapers 
and began 
to clean the cement 
sur-
faces.
 Mcl.cod said. 
Despite the
 the delay,
 at least 70 
people stuck 
around the 
stadium.  
while  fraternity and sorority 
members  
continued 
to
 arrive in waves.
 Once 
materials  arrived,
 members took
 to 
the brushes 
and began painting. 
Because
 of time 
constraints.
 the 
painting of 
both sides of 
the  stadium 
could not 
be
 
completed.
 
Instead.
 the 
Greeks  painted 
one side and 
cleaned 
the other, McLeod said. 
"We won't 
get it all 
finished.
 
See  
GREEK
 WEEK. 
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Dear  
readers,
 
Computer  
problems  
compounded
 
by 
Wednes-
day's
 
power  
outage  
forced
 
us 
to 
reduce  
the 
size  of 
to-
day's
 
Daily
 
Barring
 problems  
today,
 
we 
will
 return to full 
size
 
tomorrow
 
Scott
 G. 
Hamilton  
Editor
 
Raza 
Day  attracts 
800
 
Eastside
 
students
 
By Diane
 Bejarano 
Daily staff 
writer  
Over 900 mostly minority high school 
students crammed into the Student Union ball-
room Wednesday for the sixth annual Raza 
Day. 
Sponsored by MU MEChA, which 
means Chicano student movement of Aztlan, 
the event drew 
mostly high school freshmen 
and sophomores from the 
Eastside  Union High 
School 
District to learn about higher educa-
tion. 
Students also came from 
Hollister.  Gilroy 
and Milpitas.  
The word 'raza means race or brother-
hood in 
Spanish.  
The students had a choice
 of 
workshops,
 
including  college
 preparatory,
 counseling,
 
arts, business,
 engineering, 
Chicano history,
 
social 
work,  health 
and print 
and television
 
media. 
"We
 feel 
students  
are 
interested  
in
 those 
fields,
 and 
the  two 
biggest  
workshops
 are 
busi-
ness 
and  
engineering."
 MEChA
 
president  
Carmel
 lin 
Gutierrez
 said.
 
"Basically,  
the 
enrollment
 of 
alma 
stu-
dents  
Chicano
 and
 Latino
 -- 
is low."
 she 
said. 
"Outside
 of 
Raza 
Day, 
there 
is
 no 
See 
RAZ&  
page
 3 
Qayoumi 
said  there was a 95 percent
 
chance
 
that power will be restored
 by 5 or 6 a.m today  
An emergency meeting was held at 3 p.m. 
in the emergency operations center  the uni-
versity dining room -- to determine what steps 
to take. said Staley. 
President
 Gail Fullerton. university police 
Chief Lew Schatz, Arlene Okerlund, interim 
aca-
demic vice president, and 
Maynard  Robinson, 
associate academic vice president for educational 
planning and resources,
 were not on campus at 
See POWER. 
page 3 
A.S. Election
 
Students
 
pull out of 
election
 
By David Barry 
Daily staff 
writer  
On the first day of the election,
 ballots and tur-
moil were both being cast. 
 Associated Students Election Board member 
Matt  Schember said votes for Todd Worthe. who is 
listed on the ballot as an ASAP candidate for director 
of student services, will not be counted by the elec-
tion board. 
Guillermo "Bill" 
Campos,  the Hedonistic 
Opportunist Guild's 
candidate  for director of ethnic 
affairs, 
was taken off the
 ballot. 
A 
journalism  professor said the
 Responsible 
Alliance 
party violated copyright law
 by putting a 
cartoon  on one of its fliers.
 
The  election hoard made 
the decision to not 
count 
Worthe's votes 
Wednesday. after
 hearing 
Worthe
 did not want
 to be on the ballot and
 would not 
accept the
 position if elected.
 
Worthe,  who 
was  not on 
ASAP's  
original
 slate 
of 
candidates 
and  was asked
 to replace 
Bruce Mob. 
Icy, said 
he
 decided not
 to run two 
weeks ago, 
but  
was 
kept on the 
ballot by 
Susan  Chargin,
 ASAP 
pres-
idential 
candidate.  
"I was 
told by Susan
 Chargin to 
stay on the 
bal-
lot because 
they would 
receive had 
press if I 
left." 
Worthe said. 
Chargin
 denied the claim. 
"We had discussed 
keeping
 Todd's name on the 
ballot. but after talking
 with him we decided it 
would  
be best if 
he did not run with us." 
Chargin said. 
See 
BALLOT.
 
page
 3 
Voter 
turnout
 
average
 for 
A.S. 
election  
By Larry Aragon 
Daily 
staff 
writer  
The Associated Students 
general
 election began 
Wednesday and voter
 turnout was about average. 
according
 to poll 
attendants.
 
Most students were drawn to the Student Union 
poll, said Matt Shember, election board secretary. 
"There was almost a bottleneck there a couple 
of times," Shember said. 
Kathy- Burbank, poll attendant,  said 
approxi-
mately 100 students voted at the Student Union dur-
ing her stint. 
Clark Library's poll drew about
 3(11) voters from 
9 a.m. to I p.m.. 
said Deborah Warren,  election 
hoard 
communications  officer. 
The poll at Seventh and San 
Carlos  streets 
was 
"very slow," 
drawing  only 50 students 
in two hours, 
said Julie Eliason, election hoard member. 
Although the 
Student  Union and 
Clark  Library 
polls 
closed
 at 8 p.m..
 the San 
Carlos Street poll 
closed at 2:30 
p.m.  because it is not at a 
central loca-
tion, Warren said. 
See 
ELECTION.
 page 3 
Vote  today 
Get out and make your opinion 
count  today at 
any of the three
 official Associated Students election 
polls. 
Tables will be open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. at 
the 
southwest
 corner of the Student Union and at the 
main entrance of the Clark Library.
 The table at  Sev-
enth and San Carlos 
streets  will he 
open 
from  9 a.m. 
to 2:30 p.m. 
p. 
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Keep
 college
 
bookstores
 
tax-exempt
 
We
are opposed to a bill before 
Congress 
that would restrict the types of items
 
sold in campus
 bookstores. 
Small business leaders are pushing Con-
gress 
to
 adopt this legislation because, they 
claim, 
college  bookstores, and other nonprofit
 
businesses,
 are 
using their 
tax-exempt
 status to 
gain an unfair advantage. 
Spartan Shops is not trying to take
 advan-
tage of its tax-exempt status. The reason the 
Spartan Bookstore vends a wide range of mer-
chandise that might not be 
directly related to 
academics, is because it is a service to students. 
. Taking 
this service 
away would 
break the 
continuity 
of
 campus life,
 and, to put
 it simply, 
Would be 
downright  
inconvenient.  
A total
 of 15 states
 have such
 laws pen-
ding  and 
three  others 
have  passed 
laws in the
 
past
 five 
years.  
Within a few weeks state legislators will 
be reviewing similar laws for California non-
profit agencies that sell goods 
not  directly re-
lated to the agency.
 
Some define
 non-academic items as
 
com-
puters,
 food, clothing, pharmaceuticals, re-
cords. greeting cards and similar goods. 
Basically, college bookstores would be re-
stricted  to pencils, pens, books, and paper. 
While college bookstores
 have a tax-
exempt status, that doesn't necessarily translate 
into lower prices --- ask any 
SJSU student who 
shops in the 
Spartan  Bookstore. 
But small businesses pettily complain 
that 
they are being priced out of the market. 
In addition,
 campus 
facilities  do 
not ad-
vertise 
for business off
 campus. Ed 
Zant,  direc-
tor 
of
 Spartan 
Shops,
 said the 
stores  do not 
try 
to compete 
with  outside 
business  and 
do
 not 
have 
customers  
coming
 in from off 
campus.  
The
 real 
issue 
is that 
state 
legislatures
 
and 
Congress
 are
 
succumbing
 to 
small
 
business  
lobbyists.
 
The size of a 
university  and its 
location 
dictates 
the need 
for campus 
stores. 
Why  
should
 student 
services  ignore 
a demand 
like  
that?
 
Currently,
 federal 
tax law 
states
 nonprofit
 
organizations
 can enter
 into any 
type of busi-
ness,  but 
does  require 
a tax on 
all  other 
non
-re-
lated 
business  
income.
 
The  problem 
is that no 
one  has 
bothered
 to 
define 
non -related
 business 
income 
or
 the tax 
exempt
 status
 of college
 
bookstores
 for 
that 
matter. 
The
 Internal
 Revenue
 Service
 reviews
 
computer
 sales 
on
 a case by 
case basis 
Some
 
opposition  is 
coming 
from  
busi-
nesses that 
have a larger
 stake. 
College  
hospi-
tals
 and 
laboratories  
have
 been cited
 as not 
re-
lated to 
school.  
The 
IRS does 
not even 
know how 
many 
businesses  
object  to 
campus
 business.
 And they
 
do
 not know 
how many
 non-profit
 organiza-
tions
 are running
 businesses.
 
Universities  
and colleges
 perform 
legiti-
mate 
activities  
and  
restrictive
 laws 
will  result 
in
 
the loss of millions
 for universities.
 
Spartan
 
City:
 a vital part 
of 
SJSU 
Spartan
 City is 
closing 
Big deal, you say? 
You'd better believe it's a 
big deal. 
For the 80 families who live 
there, Spartan City is their 
home. Many
 of the families wouldn't
 he able to attend a 
university if it 
wasn't for this low-income
 housing. 
This housing allows
 the resident to attend SJSU while 
living close 
to campus and being able to have their
 kids with 
them. 
But the best thing about
 Spartan City is the cheap 
- rents, under $200 per month for
 a two bedroom apartment. 
  For 
these reasons, it is imperative 
Viewpoint 
to keep Spartan 
City  open. Only 
good can come from repairing, or 
even rebuilding
 the facility. This 
facility allows
 low-income families to add 
something to so-
ciety and to he a part of 
society, instead of a burden on so-
ciety, by 
allowing them the opportunity of 
cheap  housing 
while they
 attend school 
. 
The 
university  
administration
 on this campus
 is fooling 
itself  if they think 
losing
 Spartan City won't
 hurt SJSU. 
Out
 of the 19 Cal State 
Universities, SJSU 
is the only 
remaining  university 
to offer this type 
of family housing 
to 
its students. 
Many students come
 to this university 
because 
the 
housing  is much 
more  affordable 
than
 at Univeristy of 
California 
schools.  SJSU will 
lose  these valuable 
students 
toll('  schools if this 
housing
 is taken away. 
Spartan City, which
 was originally set up 
as temporary 
barracks by the army 
at the end of World 
War II, is in had 
condition
 . 
Rotting floors.
 cockroaches, and peeling paint all need 
repairing_
 Instead of closing 
Spartan  City, the university
 
should repair it. 
make  it nicer, both inside and 
out.
 
As  for the safety 
violations.  cited by the Fire Marshall. 
they should
 also he repaired. Adding lire
 alarms and sprin-
kler systems would
 he easy to do and the cost 
incurred by 
the
 
.university
 would he worth 
saving  this valuable part 
of 
SJSU's community. 
According to Jim 
Beall. San Jose city councilman, 20 
percent of the San Jose 
Redevelopment  Agency's monies 
are 'let aside to provide low and moderate income 
housing.
 
Beall says this 
includes family 
housing. 
Over
 
the  
majestic, 
towering
 mountains,
 
Across  
the  
harsh  
unyielding
 
seas,
 
our
 mighty 
ASB  
candidates
 
bravely
 
search
 
for
 
answers
 
to
 
student
 
needs.
 
ritZtoiarttlifit 
Paige  
Bergel
 
the money 
would be a loan 
to the university 
and rents 
could 
be
 raised slightly 
at
 Spartan City to pay
 for this loan. 
Residents 
have  said that they would
 he willing to pay 
even
 
$300 per 
month if it means
 saving their 
homes.  
It is obvious 
that
 the university 
hasn't looked at 
all its 
options before 
making the 
decision
 to close 
Spartan  City. 
There are 
many
 good ways to solve
 this problem. One 
way is to get 
together a task 
force  of residents 
and represen-
tatives  from the 
university  to discuss ways
 of getting money 
to fix the existing
 violations cited
 by the fire 
marshall.  
Another
 way is to 
apply  to the San 
Jose Redevel-
opment
 agency for money
 to rebuild 
Spanan
 City. The 
uni-
versity 
could start 
improving
 the quality 
of
 life
 at Spartan
 
City by 
tearing down the 
20 apartments 
that
 are now vacant 
and  building new 
structures. 
Then,  they could 
shift resi-
dents 
from another 
building  into the new 
structure, tear the
 
old 
one down and 
rebuild it. This
 method could 
continue 
until 
Spartan
 City was 
completely  
rebuilt.
 
This would 
he
 the hest way 
to keep Spartan 
City open 
while  improving
 it at the 
same time. 
The solution to 
this problem is 
very easy  
cooper-
ation.
 
If
 the university 
administration  and 
Spartan City 
work
 
together  as allies
 instead of 
opponents,  they can
 find a solu-
tion that 
both
 parties could 
agree on. 
Family  housing is 
an important part 
of the SJSU com-
munity 
structure.
 
It would
 be a shame 
to
 tear down 
something  that's 
done 
and meant so 
much to so 
many  students for
 so many 
years. 
r-D 
ON'T
 BE 
A SAP!
 
VOTE 
FOR 
ME!
 
HE'S
 
A 
FAKE!
 
GO FOR 
tIE 
!! 
I HAVE 
EXPERIENCE!
 
I'LL 
BE 
IN 
YOUR
 
INTEREST!
 
I'LL 
BE 
RESPONSIBli
 
WITH 
YOUR  
MONEY!
 
LOOK
 
AT 
HIM  
FALL
 
Letters to the Editor
 
Residence  halls
 not
 
apathetic
 
Editor, 
Apathy'? 
Apathy  and 
Inter
-Residence
 Hall 
Association  
is 
a conflict in 
terms. It is 
appalling to 
me that the 
Spartan 
Daily is so 
misinformed.
 
The 
Inter -Residence 
Hall  Association 
has  in no way 
complained 
about  the way 
Associated  Students
 spends 
money. We 
do not grumble 
and gripe and 
certainly  do not 
feel the 
Associated  Student 
members  are 
incompetent.
 
IRHA has never asked 
Associated  Students for money,
 
we are allocated 
from  Campus Housing $1 .11
 for each resi-
dent and using fund-raisers we 
raise the rest of our budget. 
Campus
 
housing  
is 
not 
financially
 
supported
 
by 
A.S. 
All  of 
housing's
 
budget
 is 
funded  
by the 
fees 
that  the 
resident's  
pay.  
IRHA
 is 
growing
 at 
an
 
explosive
 and
 steady
 rate.
 Our 
relationship
 with 
A.S. 
has 
broadened  
and 
strengthened
 
dur-
ing this
 past 
year.  We 
do not 
hide in 
the 
woodwork.
 
I do not
 appreciate 
Spartan  Daily 
implying in 
any way 
that IRHA 
is apathetic, 
because there 
is nothing 
more
 far 
from the
 truth. 
Genevieve 
Cushing 
1.R.Ii.A,
 Chairperson
 
Sophomore
 
International
 
Business  
Major  
'Girls'
 a bad 
term  
to 
describe  women 
Girls, girls, 
girls! I am 
writing in 
response to 
Judith  
laught's 
March  18 
expounding  the 
benefits of 
sorority  life. 
' 
If sororities
 are 
full
 of girls, 
then I don't
 want to 
join  any-
way.  I tutor 
first -grade 
girls once 
a week, 
and that's 
all I 
can handle. 
As a writer, 
journalist  and woman, 
Judith
 Faught has a  
responsiblity
 to her readers to 
he
 an informed and 
aware ' 
person.
 Look up the word
 girl in any dictionary,
 you'll find ' 
she is defined 
as
 a female child. 
If 
full
 grown, 
educated  women 
see themselves
 as girls, 
how 
did they 
make  it all the 
way to 
college'?
 We 
journalists  
must do 
what  we can 
to educate 
(even  if 
somewhat
 sublimi-
nally) 
the  public 
with  our 
correct
 use of 
the  language.
 It's 
time
 
to grow 
up. . girls. 
Cory 
Bennet
 
Senior 
Journalism  
Give
 
UPD its 
warranted  
credit
 
Editor. 
This letter 
is regarding 
the story 
your paper 
ran March 
18
 reporting
 the 
apprehension
 of the 
suspects 
from  the 
Sigma 
Alpha 
Epsilon 
stabbing  
incident 
which  
occurred  
March
 7. Your
 story only
 related 
some
 of the 
facts and 
left  
out an 
important  
part
 of the 
suspects'  
capture.
 
The 
real
 story 
is that it 
was the 
University
 Police
 De-
partment,
 not 
the San 
Jose 
Police  
Department,  
that 
made
 
the car 
stop  and 
the  
subsequent
 
arrests.  
They
 made 
the stop 
after 
receiving
 a tip 
from
 some
 fraternity
 
membersthat  
the  
car
 was in 
the area.
 UPD 
then turned
 their 
prisoners
 over 
to
 
the SJPD,
 
because
 that 
department
 
handled
 the 
initial 
case.  
UPD 
works  hard to 
provide 
their  services 
to the 
univer-
sity 
community.  
They
 should 
receive the 
credit and 
respect 
they 
earn and 
deserve.  
Kevin Cassidy 
Junior
 
Administration  
of Justice 
Forum  
Policy
 
The 
forum page offers 
an 
opportunity
 to 
express
 
views on important issues. 
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write 
letters to the 
editor.  All letters must bear the writer's 
name, major, phone number and class level. Phone 
numbers and anonymous letters will not be printed. 
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second 
Poor of Dwight 
Bentel  Hall, or at the information cen 
ter in the Student Union.
 
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit let-
ters for libel, length. taste and
 clarity. 
Unsigned editorials, appearing in the upper -left
 
corner. are the opinions
 of the Spartan Daily editorial 
hoard. 
Weekly columns and 
columns appearing on a ro-
tating basis 
are written by Daily editors and reflect 
their  individual 
opinions.  
Pieces  
labeled  Viewpoint
 are
 
written
 by 
Daily 
yaff 
writers and are 
also  opinions of the individual.
 
The forum
 page will 
periodically
 feature
 opinion.,
 
written  by min.(' community 
members,
 and will ap-
pear under the heading 
Community  Perspective. 
Thursday, March 26, 
1987/Spartan Daily 
Daily Delivery
 
E.C.
 
Walters 
Land 
of the 
free 
The
 Tu Do Vietnamese restaurant in San Jose 
serves
 some superlative 
food. Just two 
blocks  
I rom the MU campus, at 127 N. 4th St., 
it
 of-
lers meals at prices budget -conscious students can af-
ford. 
But if his neighbors get their way, Nguyen Binl.. 
its owner and chef, may not be cooking much longer. 
The problem is that his next-door neighbors are 
bothered by the smells from his kitchen. 
Across the parking lot from the Tu 
Do is the el-
egant. 10-story St. James Park Office Building. Its 
tenants include the San Jose Business Journal and two 
large law firms, Rankin-Oneal-Center-Luckhardt & 
Lund, and Kelly Leal Olimpia Davilla & Whelan. 
The building manager. George Beatty. said Mon-
day he intends to resolve the problem for his tenants. 
He has been working through the Bay Area Air Qual-
ity Management District either to have the Tu Do in-
stall equipment to keep its smells from reaching the air 
or 
to cite it as a  public nuisance and close it. 
But the story 
of
 the Tu Do doesn't start here. It 
began nearly 12 years ago on March 30. 1975, when 
the last American troops 
left
 Saigon. Among those left 
behind was Binh. A major in the army, he did intelli-
gence work for American forces during the war. 
In late April. Binh escaped on a ship carrying 300 
people. He left behind his wife and 
seven  children. He 
planned to send for them as soon as he found work. 
After two weeks, the ship reached the Philippines. 
From there. Binh eventually was sent to Long-
view,  Wash., in a group of 1,000 refugees. He lived 
there three years while he studied electronics and 
earned a living doing odd jobs. 
He moved 
to San Jose in 1979 and got a job at 
Verbatim  Corp. But he wasn't happy 
in
 electronics. 
lie began a search
 for a business of his own. 
Binh opened the Tu Do at its first location,
 360 
W. San 
Carlos.
 in September, 1984. It cost him 
$105,000 to open the restaurant. Business 
was good. 
Three months later, Binh 
received  a letter from 
the San 
Jose Redevelopment Agency saying it was 
claiming the Tu  Do under the law of eminent 
domain.
 
It needed the land for the city's 
transit
 mall. 
In January, 1985, 
Binh's  I6-hour days at Verba-
tim and the Tu Do caught up with him.
 He fell asleep 
while driving and had a serious 
accident.
 He was in in-
tensive 
care
 32 days and in the hospital two months. 
The redevelopment agency 
eventually
 paid $1.3 
million to the owner of the building where Binh 
rented. According to his lease.  Binh was to have been 
reimbursed for improvements, loss of business
 and 
good will. But the agency maintained there was no 
good will to lose 
and  Binh had
 made
 a poor business 
decision. It told him 
to seek redress from his landlord. 
Binh and his friend and lawyer. Bruce Bums, ini-
tiated a lawsuit last summer. But, Bums explained re-
cently. Binh was too distraught to withstand the stress 
of a trial. 
They  settled out of court. Binh
 lost
 
$75,000, 
most of it in loans he owed for the first restaurant. 
After a long search, with help from the 
Redevel-
opment
 Agency.
 Binh 
found  
his 
current  site. 
He re-
opened
 the Tu Do last August. The cost of the move, 
including city permits, improvements,  and police, 
fire, and health inspections was more than $70,000. 
But business has been picking up, he said Mon-
day as he worked back and forth 
between the kitchen 
and the counter,  where he greeted diners. 
Next to the counter 
was  a portable television with 
a large model of the Statue 
of Liberty on it. "Tu do" 
means 
"freedom"
 in Vietnamese. 
Binh became an American citizen in January, 
after waiting four years for
 the government to find 
his  
papers. which had 
been mistakenly sent to 
Texas.
 
But his 
family is still in Vietnam.
 and he doesn't 
know if they will ever be allowed to leave. 
And since November,  his 
neighbors
 
have  been 
complaining
 to officials about the
 smell of his barbe-
cue 
sauce and demanding 
that he install a 10 -story
 
scrubber 
smokestack.  The cosi of this would
 he pm-
hibitive. Burns said 
Monday.  He thinks the 
problem 
may  lie
 in 
some fault 
in the 
construction  
of
 
the
 
office  
building,
 which just 
opened
 
last  
swing.
 He said 
engi-
neers have 
told
 him this is a common 
pmblem.
 
Binh said he had never had complaints 
from  
the 
(all buildings 
around  him on San 
Carlos  
Street.  
"All I 
want to do is work. said Binh Monday.  
Asked if his 
tenants
 might be willing
 to 
share  
the 
cost of the 
smokestack.  
Beatty  said,
 "No. 
It's  
his 
problem.
 
And  if he 
wants  a 
lawsuit,  
we've  
got  a 
build-
ing full of 
lawyers." 
-Walters is 
an
 
MS4)ClUie  
editor. 
ily 
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REAL
 
flier  
questioned,
 
may
 
have  violated 
law 
BALLOT,
 from
 page 
I 
Worthe
 was 
supposed  to 
have  
turned 
in a written
 withdrawal
 to the
 
hoard,  
but he 
didn't.  
Chargin  
said.  
Worthe
 
said 
when 
he decided
 to 
run
 he was
 not 
told
 about 
ASAP's 
point
 of view.
 
"The 
reason  I am not 
running is 
that I 
don't agree
 with 
their  
platform."
 
Worthe
 
said.  
"The
 fee decrease
 they are push-
ing 
for would
 cut into 
some 
things  that 
are very
 important
 to me, 
such as IFC
 
(Interfratemity
 Council)
 sports 
and 
Greek
 Week,"
 said 
Worthe,  a 
member 
of 
Sigma  
Chi 
Fraternity.
 
Wonhe's  
opponent,  
REAL  
candi-
date 
Bret 
Polvornsa,  said 
he was 
dis-
appointed
 that he 
would not 
have any 
competition.
 
The 
next person to 
be erased from
 
the
 
ballot
 was Campos.  sin,*
 
he
 is 
nit 
longer running because
 of "personal 
reasons."  He would 
not elaborate. 
Campos said
 his opposition (Ariel 
Cruz of REAL and I.0 
Nguyen of 
ASAP)
 did not understand the con-
cerns 
of the 
position.
 
"I hope I've made the other can-
didates aware of the 
issues."  he said. 
"I
 wish I was 
still running." 
Meanwhile, their were questions 
circulating about a 
REAL flier. 
"I'm  not sure 
if it's a cnme, but 
it's certainly a 
violation,"  said David 
Grey, a 
professor  of journalism who 
teaches
 classes including media law. 
The flier's cartoon, drawn by 
Paul
 Conrad of the Los Angeles Times 
and featuring 
Ronald
 Reagan wearing 
a T-shirt, 
states: "Just Say No!" The 
cartoon
 was taken from an "old" 
Spartan Daily, said Tom
 Boothe, cur-
rent A .S president
 and a REAL candi-
date for
 director of California
 state stu-
dent 
affairs.  
"I wasn't aware 
that  I was violat-
ing anything," said 
Boothe. "But 
that's
 no 
excuse."
 
The flier, 
which  encouraged 
stu-
dents to 
vote 
against
 the proposed
 re-
peal of 
last year's
 fee 
increase,  was at 
the least
 
"plagiarism,"
 
Grey
 said. 
"They 
should
 have had 
Conrad's 
name
 or the 
Los  Angeles 
Times' name
 
on
 it,"   he 
said. 
Boothe
 said he 
would  try to 
make 
those
 changes 
before 
circulating  
any  
more fliers. 
"We  felt the cartoon
 made a very 
effective 
statement,"  he said. "It 
was  
aimed at Nancy
 Reagan's campaign
 
against drugs,
 but we felt it would
 
make  the same point about
 the fee re-
peal." 
Eastside  students
 taste 
college
 
life
 at sixth
 
annual
 Raza 
Day 
RAZA, from
 page / 
program on 
campus that brings to-
gether raza students and shows them 
about higher education," she added. 
For each workshop, MEChA 
showed 
sexual  equality by having 
male and female speakers, she said. 
There is an effort 
toward
 contact-
ing high school juniors and seniors, 
but students must know about college 
at a younger age, she said. 
The 
keynote  speaker. comedian 
Jose Antonio 
Borchaga,  
sauntered
 
to 
the podium wearing 
a sirars hat and 
bandana
 and announced he had just 
come from the flea 
market. 
His monologue 
consisted
 of a 
breakdown of stereotypes commonly 
tagged to Hispanics. He threw out 
bags of 
deep-fried  pig skins to students 
in the front row. 
It was not "cool" to eat 
burritos  
at school when 
he was a kid, he said. 
So he showed how he brown -bagged 
burritos like a 
wino hiding a bottle. 
He pulled out a machete to cut an 
A.S. 
election
 starts 
with low voter
 
turnout
 
ELECTION.
 
from
 
page)
 
Attendants  had 
mixed 
com-
ments about 
the  demographics of 
SJSU 
voters.  
Elia.son 
said about 65 
percent
 
of those who voted 
at
 the Student 
Union 
were  young males. 
We 
had a lot of people from 
the 
(fraternity  and 
sorority) 
houses," she
 said. 
But 
poll attendant
 Patty 
Becker,
 said 
the  male to 
female 
ratio at  
Clark  Library 
was about 
50-
50, and she 
saw  few 
young
 stu-
dents. 
"Most 
people  seem to 
be
 a 
little older,"
 Becker 
said.  "A lot of 
younger
 people 
don't vote 
 espe-
cially freshmen.
Students interviewed at ran-
dom gave various reasons for vot-
ing. 
Krista Christian, 
a senior ma-
joring in marketing, said she voted 
to "have a voice.' 
"People can't really complain 
about fees and
 student government 
unless they participate," she said. 
Jonathan May, a senior major-
ing in social work, said he voted 
because "the policies of 
the student 
government impact all students." 
Lisa Maiwald, a senior in ac-
counting, 
said
 the candidates did 
not attract her to the polls. 
"Basically, the issue I want to 
vote 
for 
is the 
record store." she 
said.  
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Borchaga gave a lesson on the 
new "English only   law in California. 
Pointing to a map of the western 
states, he provided translations like 
Yerha Buena is 
"good weed," Bocca 
Ration is "rat's mouth" and Manteca 
is "lard California." 
"There
 is a lot of  
confusion,
 
temptation and 
important  decisions 
to
 
be 
made at your age."
 he said. "I 
went 
through
 the same boring
 stuff, 
but 
I made it " 
Greeks  give 
stadium  
that  
golden
 touch
 
GREEK 
WEEK,  from page I 
Hopefully,  we'll get one side 
done. 
But we'll have 
accomplished  some-
thing," he said.
 
Participation in Philanthropy 
Day  
was 
not required of 
fraternities  and so-
rorities. They 
were
 given the option to 
participate
 or not to, 
McLeod  said. 
The 
amount of participation
 by the 
houses
 goes toward the 
Greek Week 
trophy, he said. 
"At least one 
member
 from every 
house is 
here,"  he said. 
"Greek Week is to 
bring the 
Greek  system together on a non
-neg-
ative, non-competitive
 basis," Mc-
Leod said. "The events create interac-
tion between 
houses.  The emphasis is 
to communicate rather than 
compete."
 
Backhoe 
breaks  line. 
campus
 left in the 
dark
 
POWER, from page I 
the time of the emergency. 
Executive 
Vice  President J. 
Handel
 Evans, who was also off cam-
pus, returned to 
participate
 in the 
emergency  planning 
meeting.  
After the 
meeting,  Staley said he 
notified local radio and television 
sta-
tions in 
order to inform as many 
stu-
dents as possible
 not to come to cam 
pus. 
"We 
are hoping to reach people 
during 
drive time which_is
 why we are 
contacting 
radio stations." Staley
 
said. "However, a 
lot of local radio 
stations do 
not  have a news staff 
at this 
time 
of day." 
Campus 
radio station 
KSJS  lost 
power at 2:20 p.m.,
 said Chris Mich-
ele Bass. KSJS news staffer. 
Dateline 
Court OKs biased 
promotions
 
WASHINGTON (API -- The Supreme Court, rul-
ing in its first  affirmative action case involving 
alleged
 
sex discrimination, said Wednesday an employer 
may 
promote 
a woman over a more -qualified
 man
 to 
help get 
women into higher 
ranking
 jobs. 
By a 6-3 
vote,  the justices 
ruled against a 
man  
who 
was denied promotion to road dispatcher 
by the Santa 
Clara Count) Transportation Agency 
The court said employers need not admit past dis-
crimination
 against women to 
adopt such preferential
 
treatment.  
The promotion
 of more 
women  is a 
legitimate  
effort
 
to overcome
 "a conspicuous 
imbalance
 in 
traditionally  
segregated
 job categories.'
 the court said. 
"Voluntary  employer 
action 
can  play a 
crucial
 role 
in ... eliminating the effects of 
discrimination
 
in the 
workplace." Justice William 
J. 
Brennan
 
wrote  for the 
court. 
The 
decision
 was based on the
 
court's
 
interpretation
 
of a 1964 
civil rights law banning 
on-the-job
 
discrimina-
tion.  The 
court  did  not 
decide 
whether
 Santa 
Clara's  af-
firmative
 action
 plan 
might  violate
 the 
Constitution's  
equal
-protection  guarantees. 
The ruling 
marked  the 
second  defeat 
this  year for 
the Reagan 
administration  in key 
high court rulings
 on 
affirmative action. 
The 
court  last month 
upheld the 
constitutionality  of 
a court
-ordered
 plan requiring
 promotion of 
equal  num-
bers 
of black and white 
Alabama state police 
troopers. 
States 
to
 control
 mining 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) --- In a 
major  victory for 
environmentalists, the U.S. Supreme 
court
 has ruled that
 
California  and other states can regulate mining on fed-
eral 
lands.  
The court, by a 5-4 vote, said the 
California  Coastal 
Commission
 had the legal authonty to require a 
lime-
stone -mining operation by the 
Granite  Rock Co. in Los 
Padres National Forest to get a state permit. 
The ruling Tuesday
 also said states may 
require 
companies with federally approved
 mining operations on 
federal lands to obtain state permits as well. 
"This is a major 
victory for California 
because  the 
mining is occurring in 
the  heart of extremeley 
scenic  and 
nationally
 renowned Big Sur 
coast," said California
 At-
torney 
General
 John Van de Kamp,
 whose office rep-
resented the Coastal 
Commission.  
"A decision 
in
 favor of 
Granite
 Rock would 
have 
crippled
 our ability to 
protect
 against the 
detrimental
 ef-
fects of 
mining
 on a vast 
scale  in California 
and other 
Western  states, 
where
 federal lands 
comprise  a large per-
centage
 of land within their
 borders," he said. 
The 
company
 said it was pleased 
by
 the ruling. 
Granite Rock of 
Watsonville had refused
 to apply 
for
 a permit to operate its
 small limestone quarry 
on 
Mount Pico Blanco
 in Los Padres National
 Forest. 
Federal lands in 
California   47.6 
million
 acres  
arc nearly 
half of the state, although 
only a small portion 
of that is in the state's coastal
 management zone. 
Early  primary unpopular 
LOS 
ANGELES  (API --- A proposal
 to hold 
Cali-
fornia's presidential primary earlier in the year was sup-
ported by only 29 percent of the voters surveyed in a poll 
released
 Wednesday
 
The idea of an earlier primary was opposed by 37 
percent of the 1,050 registered
 Democrats and Republi-
cans surveyed
 last week by 
Teichner
 
Associates.
 
while  
17 percent were undecided and 16 percent said they 
didn't 
care. 
The poll, which
 has a 3 percent 
margin  of 
error,  
was released 
Wednesday
 by KABC-TV in Los Angeles, 
The Sacramento Bee and KCRA-TV in Sacramento. 
Pollster Steve Teichner said his surveyers  told vot-
ers that some people want 
an earlier presidential pnmary 
to increase 
California's influence in 
selecting
 presi-
dential nominees 
while others oppose it on grounds it 
would 
cost the state 
more. 
"We laid out 
both
 sides,  and the money argument 
won,"
 
Teichner said. "Slightly more Democrats  33 
percent,  compared to 25 percent of the
 Republicans  
say mos
 e it to an earlier 
date.  
California's June primary
 was among the last four 
in 1984, and
 it could he alone at last this year if other 
states now considering it go through with plans for ear-
lier dates. 
Competing proposals 
before  the California Legis-
lature would move 
California's  primary to either early 
March or early 
April, but neither has broad support. 
"The most interesting thing in this question was 
that 21 percent of those voters who identify themselves 
as conservative said they didn't care because they 
don't  
vote in primaries, compared to 
only 12 percent of the 
voters who describe themselves as liberals."
 Teichner 
said. 
Berkeley revives dean 
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP)  A national search is 
underway
 for a job the University of California at Berke-
ley hasn't seen the likes of since 
the  1960s  The Dean 
of Student Life. 
The new dean will be paid from $65.(X)0
 to $75,000 
a year. The application deadline is 
April  2. 
The new dean will supervise 
protests  and enforce 
student conduct rules, hut will
 be more of a mediator and 
educator than a police officer, said Lynn 
Bailiff, exec-
utive officer of Undergraduate Affairs. 
The university's new
 activism also has sparked a 
re-
write of the student conduct 
codes.  Student government 
officials say those rules,
 created after the massive Viet-
nam -era war demonstrations,  are 
outdated and should be 
less restrictive. 
The activism
 and issues of the last 
few
 
years   
from anti-apartheid 
protests  to a rise in reports of ac-
quaintance rape 
 were factors in the creation 
of
 the 
new deanship, said Bailiff. 
"There is a 
tangled  web of reasons." he 
said. "There are lots of new 
(student) issues, and, even 
more importantly, the increasing
 diversity and 
site
 of the 
student
 body. The campus has 
become
 a national 
stage  
" 
Students
 compete
 in 
\Tallest
 
YELLFEST, from page 1 
For example. Sigma
 Nu, last 
year's Yellfest
 champions, performed 
an Army -style 
call -and -response 
cheer. Kappa
 Delta changed the 
words  
to the Beach Boys
 song "Catch a 
Wave" and made up a dance to go 
with the tune. 
Other notable entries included
 
Theta Chi, with its rendition of "Yel-
low 
Submarine"  by the Beatles, and 
Pi Kappa Alpha's 
rousing  interpreta-
tion 
of
 Club Nouveau's "Lean 
On
 
Me." 
"I think Yellfest went
 very well. 
Normally, there 
isn't too much in-
volvement,
 hut I think the Greeks
 were 
very  enthusiastic," 
said Nada Hous-
ton, 
Greek  adviser. 
Greek 
Week
 is an annual 
event  in 
which
 fraternities 
and  sororities 
partic-
ipate for 
unity  and try to 
make
 the sys 
tern
 at SJSU better,
 Houston said.
 
"In the '50s,
 when I was here 
and 
Spartaguide 
International 
Steering Committee
 
will 
host
 the International
 Food Bazaar 
from 9:30 a.m.
 to 3 p.m. today 
on 
Ninth street
 between the 
Art  and Busi-
ness  Classrooms 
buildings. Call 
Rhoi 
at 
227-4060  for 
information.
 
   
Psi  Chi will 
hold
 a meeting on 
GRE  
preparations
 at 11 a.m. 
today in 
Dwight 
Bentel  Hall, 
Room  137. 
Call
 
Chris  Olsen at 
(415)
 322-9219 for 
in-
formation. 
   
The  Music 
Department  is 
spon-
soring an 
accordion 
recital
 by Veikko 
Ahvenainen from 
Finland at 
12:30  
p.m. today 
in the Music 
Building  Con-
cert 
Hall.  Call Dave 
Snider at 998-
8819 
or
 Prof. Nilsson at 
277-2905  for 
information.  
 
  
Career 
Planning  and 
Placement  
MI hold a panel 
discussion  "Careers 
in the Life 
Sciences" at 
1:30 p.m. 
today 
in the Student 
Union Umunhum
 
Room. 
Call  Deb 
Boogaard  at 
277-
2272 for 
information.
 
   
GALA will have
 a meeting from
 
noon to 
1 p.m. today in the 
Student  
Union Guadalupe 
Room.  Call Steve at 
291-4630 for information. 
Campus
 Christian Center will 
have a meeting 
from 2:30 to 
3:15  p.m. 
in Spartan 
Complex,  Room 
211. Call 
Sandy Eckert 
at
 277-8472 or Pastor 
Firnhaber
 at 298-0204
 for information. 
   
The Department of Math and 
Computer  Science 
presents  "Surface 
Reconstruction
 from Planar 
Contours"  
by 
Prof.
 
Micheal
 Zyda M 4 p.m. today 
in
 MacQuarrie
 Hall Room 
324. Call 
Marilyn
 at 277-2411 
for information.
 
 
  
The 
Meteorology
 
Department  
will 
sponsor
 a 
speech  by 
James  
Love-
lock,
 author 
of
 "Gaia: 
A New 
Look  at 
Life  on 
Earth,"  
at 4:30 
p.m.  
today
 in 
the
 Student
 Union 
Umunmum
 Room.
 
Career
 Planning
 and 
Placement's
 
deadline
 for
 Series 
V 
Computerized
 
Interview  
Requests
 is 5 
p.m.  
today
 in 
Building  
Q. 
Call  
Deb
 
Boogaard
 
at
 
277-2272
 for 
informantion.
 
Campus  
Ministry 
will 
hold  
Bible study
 in 
Vietnamese  
from 5: I  
to 
6:30
 p.m.
 today 
in the 
Campii,
 
Christian  
Center.
 Call 
Tien at 
271)
 
1226 
for  
information.
 
   
The  
Karate
 Club 
will 
hold  a 
workout
 from 
7:30 to 9 
p.m. in 
the  
Spartan
 
Complex,  
Room 
89. 
Call
 
Debby 
at 255-0292
 for 
information.
 
 
 
 
MAG,  the 
Student
 Magazine
 As-
sociation,
 will 
have  a 
behind -the
 
scenes
 tour 
of Sunset 
magazine  
it 
MAG 
members
 only 
at 12:45
 p.m. 
h, 
morrow.  
Call 
Dona 
Ley 
Va
 at 
287  
3628 
for 
information.
 
   
The
 
Premedical
 
Association
 hosts
 
guest 
speaker  
IN.  Chin 
who 
will  speak 
on 
Oriental
 medicine
 at 1:30
 p.m. to-
morrow
 in 
Duncan  
Hall,  
Room
 249. 
  
Hispanic  
Business  
Association  
will  host 
the 10th 
Annual  
Alumni  
Wine and
 Cheese 
Social 
from
 7 to 9 
p.m. tomorrow
 night in 
the University
 
Room.  
Call  
Robert
 Cruz 
at 277-3201
 
or 287-2699
 for 
information.  
 
  
ABL, 
CESA, and VSA 
are spon-
soring a "Lean 
on Me" dance from 
8:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
 tomorrow night 
in the Student
 Union Ballroom. 
Call 
Micheal Panlilio
 at 238-5521 for infor-
mation. 
in a 
sorority,
 the Greek
 system 
was  an 
exciting  
thing
 to he 
a part of."
 she 
said. 
"Then 
in the 
'60s,  the 
free 
speech
 movement
 just about
 wiped it 
out,  
especially
 on the 
West 
Coast.
 YOU  
know, 
'Don't  trust 
any body
 ovei 
30; 
"Houston
 
said. 
The 
swing  
towards
 pro -Greek 
i 
coming
 hack, she
 said. 
"It is 
wonderful  
tin
 see."
 she 
said. 
ISM 
Cal;
 
,r weekends 
(415)  
327-0841
 
LAN 
STANUY
 k KAPLAN 
EDUCATIONAL  CENTR LTD 
 ,M1.1 11 WI 
Till 
AIIAt'(AN.i(TtltNt
 
hi 
1501
 
advertise
 
in the
 
Spartan
 
Daily  
AFFORDABLE
 
HOUSING
 
io 
 Color
 T.V '5, 
VCRs. Cable 
 FREE Utilities
 
 FREE Housekeeping
 
 Fully Furnished
 
Spacious
 Rooms 
 Easily Accessible to 
Bus 
Routes and Freeway 
 
WalkIng  
dstance to SJSU 
MOTHER  
OLSON'S  
INNS
 
OFFICE  OPEN 7 
DAYS  
72 North 5th 
St., S.J. 
998.0234
 1 
SAN JOSE
 
STATE  
UNIVERSITY
 HOSTS THE FIRST
 ANNUAL 
The Top 16 Women's 
BUD  
LIGHT)
 
Collegiate
 Teams
 
NATIONAL
 
INVITATIONAL
 
SOFTBALL
 
TOURNAMENT
 
MARCH
 
27-29, 1987 
TWIN
 CREEKS 
SPORTS  
COMPLEX
  
SUNNYVALE,  CA 
ADELPHI  
ARIZONA
 
ST  CALIFORNIA  
CENTRAL  
MICHIGAN  KANSAS 
NEBRASKA  NEW 
MEXICO   
NORTHWESTERN
  
OKLAHOMA
 STATE  OREGON 
STATE  
PACIFIC  SAN JOSE
 
STATE   SANTA CLARA
  
UCLA  
UNLV
  UTAH 
Alyea
 
°Pen  
Hertz
 
(1?C____Otir
 
rut,
 
UnITED AIRLIflES 
Little
 
Caesars  Pi= 
EAEITON
 
SOFTHAlt HATS 
n n NV, 
Latk 
//aorrozer  
FUNDED BY 
ASSOCIATED  
STUDENTS
 
FOR 
MORE  
INFORMATION
 OR 
TICKETS:
 (408)
 277-3141
 
 4k. 
.d,c*
 
Sports
 
Spartans
 blasted 
by
 Gators
 
18-8
 
141 "It Woo. to 
1 111,1 no 
UMly 
64111  writer 
Alter an 1544 loss to San 
Fran -
State
 Tuesday, SJSU 
baseball 
coach Si1111 Piraro realized 
his  team 
still has a lot of work to do to prose It -
sell as an NCAA contender 
And 
with the 
PCAA 
season
 just 
around 
the corner a kiss like this isn't
 
touch 01 a %lint iiknce
 Nioster 
Baseball
 
"My immediate reaction was 
we
 
gat the hell 
beat out of us." 
Piraro  
said "San 
Francisco State knocked 
the crap out of us 
I mean, they had 21 
hits 
and  
none
 
ol
 
them
 were cheap
 hits. 
They
 hit the hall 
hard."  
Each of the nine Gator starters
 
chalked  up at 
least
 one hit in 
SFS's  
bombardment ol an 
unusual  Spartan 
pitching 
arrangement.  
Piraro 
used live 
pitchers  in an 
el
-
tort to fight 
off the Gator.
 Bullpen 
ace 
Frank
 
Come/ was 
called 
upon for 
a 
rare
 start. Gime/
 lasted 
one and 
one-
third innings,
 
surrendering
 six
 hits and 
use nins,  
three of which
 were 
earned.
 
Mau  
Christian
 followed
 
Gime/,
 
faking
 
met with one out
 in the 
second  
inning. Chnshan seemed to he cruis-
ing along line, retiring sewn oil the 
first eight hatters 
he faced But with 
two
 outs
 in the
 fourth,  he 
allowed
 
con-
secutive singles 
to Ilidio Freitas and 
'San 
Francisco  
State  
knocked
 the 
crap 
out 
of us.
 I mean,
 they 
had  
21 
hits 
and  
none
 of 
them
 
were
 
cheap  
hits.  
They 
hit  the 
ball 
hard.'  
 Sam Piraro, 
s,ISt baseball
 coach 
Greg Bailey. 
Along came
 Tom Huller,
 the only 
left-handed 
thrower 
on the 
Spartan  
squad.
 Flutter, who 
normally
 platoons 
at first
 base, was the 
new SpArt.in 
pitcher.
 Alter lacing just 
four
 hati  
Miller 
had allowed six 
runs 
earned) on 
three  hits including
 a three 
"VISUALLY
 
SPELLBINDING
 . . . 
JUdy DaViS jS 
engrossing  and 
magnetic. -
-Judy 
Davis brings an 
impressive  range 
and 
mastery  to this 
role. She was 
stunning 
in 'My 
Brilliant  Career' 
and 'A Passage 
to
 
India'.
 She is 
even  more 
so 
n o w . H
 
NI IS
t 
411 
Call for Showirmas 
Ct.agaja,") 
WINNER 
BEST 
ACTRESS
  JUDY DAVIS 
AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY 
AWARD 
(;OLIN
 
.111)1
 
'MN
 
KANGAROO
 
Rcol
 mu, Palk)  
111  
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT 
STARTS 
TOMORROW  
FREE PARKING atter 6pm weelampht and
 aui
 
day on weekends in 
octane  neat
 to
 Camera 3 
run 
homer  by
 Sean King 
Jim  
Bowles
 and 
another 
non -
pitcher.  
John 
Verniest  
collaborated
 on 
the 
last 
lour
 
innings
 
Ire
 
the 
Spartans.  
but 
this
 
time 
ii was 
just a 
matter  ol 
mopping
 
up. 
"Our 
original  
plan  was 
for 
to give 
us five 
(innings),
 our 
middle 
people go 
about  
two 
and (An-
thony)
 Telliird to 
finish 
up," 
Piraro
 
said. 
"But
 Gomet
 didn't
 even 
last  
through
 the 
second
 
inning. and 
lies 
aid 
the  end it 
wasn't 
even  close 
anymore.
 
"We've
 
been pretty  short on 
pitching
 lately.
 I didn't 
want to start
 
Telford 
because
 we have a big 
series  
coming 
up 
this
 
weekend  (against
 
UNLV1  and 
I didn't 
want  to throw
 
(Mall)  McPeak 
or 
(Jeff)
 
Knopf  on just 
two 
days 
rest."  
Freitas, 
King and right
 fielder 
Matt Taylor
 paced the 
Gators'  attack 
with three RBI 
each. Freitas contrib
 
wed live 
hits
 to the cause 
while King 
added four.
 
For the Spartans, third 
hasenian  
Bob 
Straight  
continued
 Oil J 
tea 
with  
three  
hits  an 
four 
trips 
to
 the 
plate. 
Straight  is 
now 
among  
the leaders
 on 
the 
squad,  
batting  
319.  
Left
 fielder
 kick 
Anderson
 upped
 
his  team
-leading
 RBI
 total 
to 30 
with  
his 
fifth  home
 run 
of
 the 
season,
 a 
two -
run 
blast 
to
 left
-center  field
 in 
the first
 
inning
 
ASIAN 
SPRING FESTIVAL
 
1987 
CAREER PANEL  TODAY 
March 
26th
 
Guadalupe 
Room
  2:30-4:30pm 
The career
 panel will
 provide the opportunity tc, 
meet successful professionals
 and discuss with 
them
 life 
after college Find 
out how they obtained
 
employment after completing school
 and what 5 
involved with the various
 occupations
 they 
hold
 
COMEDY NIGHT  MONDAY 
March 
20th 
Loma
 Prieta (Ballroom)  
8-9:30pm  
EVERYONE 
WELCOME! 
Funded by the Associated Students 
Sponsored by the Asian American Studies 
Department at San Jose State University 
For more information  
ca//the Asian American 
Studies office at 
(408)277-2894
 
SUMMER
 
SESSION
 
1987
 
-.110111111,-
.,,o11111.01MM1011111a... 
SUMMER 
SESSION
 
SCHEDULES
 
ARE 
HERE!  
Get yours
 
in 
DBH 
136B,  
Bldg.
 T, 
Student 
Union Information
 
Center,
 
or
 
Administration
 Bldg.
 
Information
 
Center
 
Vae"IS1 
otSt°1010d% 42 
%,eseirisoer0 
0941. 
11
 Thursday, March 26, 1987/Spartan Dail) 
Experience 
Death
 
Valley  
April 12-18, 1987 
with 
Field  
Studies  in 
Natural
 History 
For furthar 
information  
Write or call: 
Field
 
Studies in Natural History 
Dwight 
Bentel Hall 
136B
 
408)
 
277-3736
 
 
Earn
 1 unit, NATS 
151  
(may 
repeat for 
credal
 
$75 
fee plus $35 for food 
EXPERIENCE
 FLAVORS 
FROM AROUND 
THE WORLD 
INTERNATIONAL
 
FOOD
 
BAZAAR
 
TODAY LAST 
DAY 
March  26,
 
9:30am-3:00pm
 
9th 
Street 
Between
 Art and 
Business 
Classrooms  
CO -SPONSORED BY INTERCULTURAL STEERING
 
COMMITTEE 
E. ASSOCIATED
 
STUDENTS  
BE 
HEARD  
ON 
CAMPUS
 
VOTE
 
A.S. ELECTIONS
 
Today
 
Last 
Day 
March 
26 
9:00
 
a.m.  
-8:00
 
p.m.  
Polls 
located 
at 
the  
Student
 
Union,
 
Clark
 
Library 
& 
Sweeney
 
Hall
 
Funded by 
Associated
 
Students
 
Spartan
 
Daily/Thursday,
 March 
26,1987  
Campus
 
Rive C 
ADVERTISEMENT
 
Business
 Majors
 
Invited
 To 
Career
-Planning 
Presentation
 
By Scott
 Bailey 
LT
 U.S. 
Navy
 Supply
 Corps 
The 
carver  
path followed
 
by 
most
 
business  
students
 is 
to 
go
 directly
 from campus to corpora-
tion.
 A 
career
-planning
 
audio-visual  
presentation
 
of the 
Navy's
 
Supply
 Corps questions whether 
that 
path 
is 
the  
best  
one  for 
ambitious  students. 
According
 
to 
this  
presentation,  global
 experi-
ence 
gained
 in 
the 
Supply  
Corps  has been
 a major 
factor
 in 
the 
exceptional
 
success
 of top 
business
 
and 
financial  
executives,
 
such  as:
 
 tames 
D. 
Robinson
 III, 
Chairman 
American  
Express 
 Edward 
Carlson.
 
former  Chairman/CEO of 
UAL
 
Inc.
 
 
William
 
Marriott,
 
Chainnan/CEO
 of Marriott 
Corp.  
 James
 Ketelson,
 CEO 
Tenneco 
Inc. 
 Robert
 I. 
Stewart.
 
President
 
Liberty  
National  
Life 
Ins. 
Co.
 
 John 
.1 
Pruis,
 
Vice 
President  corporate 
relations  
Ball
 
Corp.
 
The 
success
 
of 
these  
and many other prominent 
executives
 may
 be 
explained
 in part by 
experi-
ence
 not 
taught
 in 
classrooms
 or learned
 in 
most  
entry-level  positions. 
This experience 
includes:  
learning
 to work with people,
 development of a 
global perspective, 
management  techniqum and 
oosIgnidnate educafion in business comparable
 
to an MBA. 
Supply Corps officers
 don't 
command ships or gun batteries. 
As the elite business  
professionals of the Navy, 
Supply Corps officers manage one of the largest. 
most complex business 
operations  on the globe. 
'I1vo Career 
Possibilities 
Business students accepted for commissioning 
in the Supply Corps have two options. 
I.
 The Supply Corps as 
a career. 
2. Return to a civilian 
position after a tour of two 
to four years. Under
 this option. students 
would  he trained for positions which otherwise 
would
 not he offered
 to them. 
Business
 students may find 
out if they qualify 
to join the elite business
 professionals in the 
Supply Corps
 by attending a 
career -planning 
presentation
 entitled "The
 United States 
Navy 
Supply
 Corps. The Business 
Professionals  of the 
Navy." 
This presentation will be conducted by LT 
Scott Bailey one time only this semester at I p.m. 
Wednesday.  April 22, in the MantaIvo Room. 
Student Union. 
GOT
 
A 
CLUB?
 
Advertise
 
277-3171
 
Classified
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
CHILD
 ABUSE
 
TREATMENT
 
PRO-
GRAM 
Eesnc  
personal  
8 pro-
fessional
 grow.
 as
 
Volunteer in.  
horn 
in world
 
renowned
 local 
program
 
Couneling.
 
support
 
services, 
admin  data 
processing.
 
unik 
awareness,
 lund-rolsing. 
Ic BI 
8 mono
-lingual.
 all 
mo-
ors,
 grad A 
unergrad 
Expo -
one 
from  clerical
 to post
-grad. 
intro-to-etrovert
 WE 
NEED YOU 
Near 
campus ICEF PO 
Boo 
552.5
 J 95108, 
call  290-5055  
STUDENT 
DENTAL 
OPTICAL
 PLAN 
Enroll 
now,  See 
your tooth,
 eyes 
end  money 
too  For 
information
 
nd 
brochure 
seo A S 
Office
 or 
call 
(408)371-6811  
AUTOMOTIVE
 
KAWASAKI
 60. 
12
 650 
excellent
 
con. 
dition, 7200 
miles.  51050  Cell 
Skip  at 
379-3656  
998-0796  
78 
FIREBIRD  
FORMUt
 A.4 spd,
 305, 
sone
 cassette.
 grt running 
cond 
New 
clutch.
 13500 
(415)9664836  
'79 
FORD.
 cry
 
good  
coral
 
Undor 
62.0000 
orlg . new clutch & 
brake 
rd. New
 corm' 
920-2310  
COMPUTERS
 
WE
 SELL IBM 
COMPATIBLE 
com-
puter ET 
compete
 
system n tor 
$570. 
AT complete 
system for 
$1195 PC -CON,
 computer
  ac 
congeries 404 S 3rd St corner
 of 
San 
Salvador. 295-1606
 We ac 
cep! Visa 
or MC 
FOR 
SALE 
FUTONS!. CREATE YOUR own living
 
A sleeping spoke
 with our lutes 
pillows,  & herr 
Customs Fu-
tons & Pillows Plus.
 900 S 
Win.-
cester 
Blvd  letwn Moorpeok
 
Willlamern  Jose 296-6161 10% 
Discount on 
Astons
 w ad 
GOVT HOMES from 
Sr
 u 
repair
 Fort, 
closure, ropos & tea della.. 
Now
 Nang in your are call 1 
516-450-3734 end H-218. 24 
hrs 
SCHWINN 12 se cycle eviller 
con -
anon, $150
 or best othe 
Call  377-
6246 
evenings
  
YOU CAN OWN A NEW GRAND 
DEL TA to-speed tor 
leas than 
$85 MHC  Bicycn Sales offers 
low
-coat  transportelon noes  Or
 
the
 
student
 All sales line 30 day 
Amuse. Dar 942-7736, Eves 
213-4780 ask for
 
Joe 
HELP WANTED 
ADVERTISING. MARKETING 
ASSIS-
TANTS, misc othoo clutie for 
local mechanical
 contracior Pri 
time AS hr. 
start hoer. 
210-7400 
AIRLINES CRUISEL INES HIRING. 
Summer
 Carer. Good Pay 
Tree Call for guide, cassette, 
newssemice. 
(916)944-4444
 v70 
COME JOIN US" 
ORIENTATION 
LEADERS 
now
 being recruited
 for 
August
 '87 orentstIon 
programs
 
on 
campus Apalcation avail-
able at Student
 Stilettos and 
Services Offic 
Stipend  Deadline 
e tenclood thrmgh 
March  27 
DRAFTER WANTED Work port time 
till  summer, then hill tire all sum 
net If you 
can lay led,
 call 
Carr 
at 7922980 
DRIVERS POSITIONS" Pert 
tinware 
Ret A Car 
Is now accepting ap-
plications  
alit
 
 San Joe Airport 
location  Please eke
 
at
 1455 
N F Airport Rh. nehmen Ram 
and 4pm, Monday
 through Friday 
EXHAUST PROC 
OPERATORS 
NEEDED  at 
VARIAN
 Full lime 
weehend set
 (Frey. 
Saturday
 
Sunday. 
Monday)
 
Require
 U S 
citizenship 

 
technical 
oriels  
lion and 
good record
 beeping 
rill
 Call
 117 it
 (415)
 
493,800.
 
et 445 
GRAPMIC ARTIST
 or 
trainee for 
email  
111460krion
 PT 
FT, tecibte
 hours 
Old 
eking  
condition*,
 
516.9872  
JOBS' JORS.
 JOBS. 
heal  for stu-
dents 
Join  our 
marketing
 stet 
Tor
 
new and renewal magazine 
ord.,,  by phone Mon -Weds & 
Sat A Sun Outstanding earning 
potential 
Call 
370-9090
 
MAIL ROOM FILING CLERK. MEET FT 
Ara 50-05 75 hr Flexile hours
 
Legible 
handwriting  call 297. 
9474 
MAKE $75 HR AS  
prof  fashion 
mode 
For info & 
Interview call, 
Mike awn 
9-10
 30pon
 at
 267-1046  
MEN& ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 
looking 
Mr
  'nickeling student to 
assist in sales calls. 
meets  and 
ticket sale Ability to salt -gener-
ate sales programs, good phone 
skills se
-motivated person a 
must 
PT
 14 00 hr 
Call  Dian.
 
at 
277 
3065 
PAINT 
AMERICA"  
Student  
painters.
 
full 
timo.  great 
opportunity  Call
 
now,
 Chuck
 at 
292.07301637
 hr 
PART & 
FULL
 TIME RETAIL 
HELP"  
National 
firm preparing
 far Spring 
& 
Summar  work 
it accepted, 
you
 
will earn 
111 
75 
MartIng.
 PT 
(20)
 
earn per wok equal
 $235 FT 
140)
 
mornings
 .pet 
volt equal 
$470
 No 
ecp is neded
 becauso of our In-
tensive  on the job
 training pro-
gram  Good math 
A reading  
are  plus 
Some  vening & week -
sod 
positions  are seolleble
 
some feeble',  Is allowed during 
final roams
 In addition.
 If you 
qualify.  corporate
 scholarships
 
are swsrdad.
 Internship. so 
pos-
& you may
 earn
 
23,4
 cred-
its qtr 
or pester Durong
 your 
winter. spring 
& especially sum-
mer
 breaks.
 toll
 Orne work Is svel
 
Call today
 tor
 into 
& an Interview.  
or 
call Mon Frl - between
 10ern & 
2pm 
275-9885 If 
the
 
line is busy 
pier be patient A try again An 
equal
 opportunity company 
PART 
TIME
 JOBS." 
We
 market 
auto
 
club  memberships
 tor Mr major
 
Oil
 companion 
Par/lime,  
easy  
hours. weedy 
peyclecks 
$7 to 
An 5 hourly commission. 
compete 
holey 
provided
 Groat ern-
e. tor your reset. R C SMITH 
CORP .247-0570 
PART 
TIME SALES. 
Resume  and writ-
ing sonde. 
excnollent  commis. 
Mons Bay Area's
 most epee 
once
 Student discounts Carew 
Center
 at 
243-4070
 
PART TIME 
WAITRESS 
needed  for 
evenings and or 
mraoliends  Call 
Mac at Minato'. 9969711 
PARTY PICS 
INC Now 
accepting
 op 
plimtione
 for pert Ie. photogra-
piers
 No experience 
needed 
Ask for 
Kim
 Toot 
at 
377-6600  
PHOTOGRAPHER
 PROMOTER
 
looking
 tor young 
*duns who 
want  career In the
 MODEL INC 
proesslon
 Call 
Howard
 for fur 
ter into 
7234096
 
RED EYE
 is eager to Interment 
for an 
moll 
rm.  PT in our  
Oakcidge
 & 
Sunnyvale 
Mall Stores
 Will
 work 
around 
school  acheda  but
 
must
 
be able to open 1 morns
  
erti 
Nonsmadters  
neoretted
 in 
the @oche/won of gala high 
lash
 
Ion 
clothing Peat 227-3667
 
SECURITY OFFICERS.",  
Full 
time pod lime. all 
shifts  We will 
train Apply In parson Mon
 EH 
rrn-prn, 760 
Meddle  Ave San 
Joe call 286-5180 
STUDENT
 ASSISTANT PROGRAM -
NPR
 mord
 0 
deign  come 
terire registration
 
A accounting 
program 
tor OredatIon 
Seems  
using Mee III Salary 
negotiate  
depending
 on rills 
end 
ape 
Sours
 Morible Mph by 
4 1 67 In the 
Student  Achy.. Of 
noo. CAE Bldg . 777 
7117 
TELEMARKETING START 
TODAY, 
lull pert Me 
Feeble hours
 
14 h. to mart 
comessIon  
bonus
 A nlional carpet clowning 
company Is looking for 
oreueles  
tic erre 
to 
he.  expend
 Ws Roy 
area
 operation Coral now 986 
0720 
WORK
 STUDY POSITION 
IN ORIEN-
TATION SERVICES Assist te 
Coordinsior
 in
 
the design
 & ion-
plormonielon 
of orientation pro-
grams to 
le held In the summer
 
for new
 students 
& 
rents  15-20 
hr. wk 
$4 50-54 90 hr.
 heirs 
hours and extended hours
 
in 
summer
 Position cope March 30 
Apply now in Stripe Activities & 
Servers 
Office.
 CAE Bldg 
69 VW 
BUG,  106 new 
felon/
 
enil  
bre., the.
 rots 
etc main-
tained 
receipts  11500,
 7884730 
HOUSING
 
AFFORDABL E HOUSING, Mar San 
Joe Stste for students Don't 
hassle parking, walk 10
 
.011001
 
toe 
toner monthly disc Fully 
furnished. color
 TV VCR and 
housekeeping 
emirs  Shared or 
single rooms velleble Office 72 
N 
5Ih St. call 996-0234 
FEMALE 
ROOMMATE  ND, AVAIL 4-I' 
ELDORADO
 APT, 
rent6310 mo 
psi. $155 mo shared
 Pool, cable 
avail Cell 971 
1335
 all 5pm
 or ask 
for 
Nan'
 M 7U-3700 UWE
 
5-Spot
 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 
AVAIL April Isl-Cypresa 
Pb
 apts. 
$265
 
me  
1 3 el Own on In 
largo apt 
reeve* ROC 
Canter
 
Call Jain* 34:30poe 2103-5402 
QUIET  
SiXPLEX
 
2bdI106329
 S 7711 
St 0500 1110
 for two person,
 1500 
disp cleaning. 
cell  
7577886
 
ROOM
 FOR RENT
 Female
 Across 
Inn 
SJSU  Lrg crptd 
rot 
Avail 3--
2547 $730 mo. ulli free 
354-
'1117 
ROOMMATE
 WANTED ASAP" Willow 
Glen duplex. 254rm  turn
 laundry 
Included  $375 mo util & do-
posy Nice 
area,
 groat person 
Call Ray 
291-5524 
559-0237  el 
Rpm
 
STUDIO APT. 2 mile NORTH of corn 
pus $425 mo has ennire
 mmli 
(stu-
dy Minn for one) Call 29.-
6647 2751509 or 1-800-8744200  
Also reed part -the manager 
starting 
in 
May
  
7 UNFURNISHED ROOMS 
in
 4 
Sr
 
house In Islet Campbell
 neigh-
borhood 
S min Ion Pruneyard 
Nonsmoker& only Washer, 
dryer
 
full 
privilege 
$775 
my
 
plus  utlis 
Call 
377 1654 eves 
1920' DECORATOR
 APARTMENT" 
CONDO style. 1 bedroom 
Avail-
able for melee person long term 
preterosd Must boo fiencially re 
sconsIble. clean, quiet and sober 
only 551.553 S Sth St 793 
0989 7877077 atter 
Spot
 6450 
SINGLE OCCUPANCY 
PERSONALS
 
EXPLORE
 YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE" 
First-class
 meephrical
 counsel-
ing
 Is 
ewernt
 tor 
finding  Itf di 
ration and purpose, vaatkonel 
guidance,
 
deep knowledge.
 
clarifying
 he 
iranshies 
relationship compsdbility, and
 
Profound
 
Insights
 
into ide dynarn-
ice end your souls path 
I Novo 
Men In private pretle 
cc 
 
Pro  
earns' Psychic 
Constar. and 
Astrologer 
sInc 1970 and use  
vast array of tehruqrs in earn-
ing
 you
 A 
single  
sea., does 
the 
jobernacingly  
rapid, 
oftectly*  
and 
practical $75 hr, $1530 
min 
Reeence. Carol Wes,
 1.1  Call 
(40/) 734-9110 tor 
ppoinonont
 or 
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 Cooling on  30% sa-
line 
solution
 Your body forgets 
the wee Thao 
ere* the 
usually hold you
 menet gravity 
can now Let Got
 The expornence 
is 
like
 floating In space Moults, 
Total muscular 
remotion You 
core away horn the ewpeence
 
teeing you've 
been
 vacationing
 
for  week In 
Maul
 Call now for In-
formation
 or better stilt, 
as  first 
tie floater, call tor an appoint -
rent and bHng this ad for  75% 
discount  floe for
 130 TRAM. 
OUlt ITV PLACE, e5 Washington 
SI  Seta
 Clara. Ca (406) 243 
7200 
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY VERONICA, 
You are so clover how do I 
know" Thenk baby picture.' 
EDWIN 
Hi, I'm RAY 
RIVERA.
  pledge at 
SIGMA ALPHA MU, 
it,,
 now
 ac-
eptIng applicants for 
my
 SPRING 
87 PLEDGE DANCE date Send 
melications to 567 5 8th St or 
call 279-9397 to sal up an her -
r. 
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA-
TION" 
Sheet  dinners pores 
Sunday 
brunches.
 rhea. Tues-
day Lunch and Lem', 
Iseell 
dancing,  holiday ceetellons 
For Information
 call HIliel at 294-
6311 
INSTANT CREDIT" NO creel choke 
No 'Meet 
charge.
 you are *146 
Ole' Unlimited 
credit  line with full 
color catalog. 
VCR's  jewelry and 
more FREE information pee* 
write Nationol Horne Shoppers.
 
Boo 90359, San Joss Co 95109 
SERVICES 
BACKACHE, Pal 
NEC
 
COLLEGE  OF 
CHIROPRACTIC
 
-West
 is currntly 
accepting
 patients for 
FREE  es 
nominations & treatment,  es part of 
 
reearch  project If you hove 
fled low Dock pain 
fa
 
moms than 
sh 
months  & are 20-55 years old, 
pease call
 the collage an 
(408)2444907
 akin 
BARE IT ALL Stop 
serving,
 wwing. 
Peeing
 or using chemical
 drill-
toes 
Let me permanently 
re-
move 
your unwanted her (chin,  
bikini, tummy,  mouseche etc) 
IS percent discount to students 
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first  appi
 at
 I 2 
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RE -writing
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the El ECTRONIC DE 
SIGN PROJECT due and you have 
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to 
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S. Elecironk Is com-
rade to otter low cost consult 
log 
needs  for
 the
 
&turn' 
Cali  
des 9427736.  
Evee  793-4760 
ask Corr* 
ELECTROLYSIS CI INICH.
 UN 
WANTED HAIR removed tome 
Confidential 135 5 Bmwood 
Av San Jose, call 247-7486 for 
appointment
 
GETTING MARRIED,,,,,
 
WEDDING
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beery of the moment Cushion 
designs
 M
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net*
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cap
 
in foe 
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51 676.1211 
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900
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appt
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Bill Lukas
 
Classified
 
PROFESSIONAL
 
REDOING  
PHOTOG-
RAPHY  by 
 
SJSU
 gold Chetah
 
your 
pricenees 
need. 
forever 
Budget end
 dela* 
packages 
availed*  
Complimentary
 6 a 
10 
when 
you 
mention  
this
 sod For
 
FREE 
oppoIntment
 cell 
Paul 
Seth
 Photography at 258-1329 
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by 
Maine talche. 
teeny of KSJS 
You ye got the 
party,  we've got 
the music. Mkhei Productions 
provides a wide variety 
of music 
for your woo:keg, party. or dance 
at reasonable  
Mee  Coll Desire 
or Phil 
at 249-2620 
WEDDING 
PHOTOGRAPHY
 by KIRK 
KUDRIAN Distinctive portraiture 
wtth  resew touch A vividly 
of package to 
choose
 from. an 
reasonably priced 
By appent 
ment 
(408)259-5941
 
TYPING 
AAAA- ACCURACY,
 ACHIEVEMENT, 
ACCOUNTABILITY.  
ACKNOWL-
EDGEABLE In typing that  tops 
trust
 Tony 2967067  
Thanks  
St
 SO 
Per 
Per double 
Wee
 
evened*
 seen days weeny 
Quick home
-end 
All 
work
 
guar
 
anted 
Thanks
 
AAAAH 
PERFECTION,
 I *SEE 
PRINTER typeset quoollty output 
Wool 
procossIng St Its bend 
Have 
done own enter'
 thesis Ewen 
onced In resumers. letters.
 
..4e 
professional' back-up & grew 
projects 
No
 an too small or too 
largo Coronet*
 Call Bore an 
926-4370 
TODAY'  
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every  tkne
 Es 
perlencod. professional 
word
 pro 
mooing 
papers.
 
the..., re 
sumo*, office ovortiow,
 
newsletters Stuffed Discounts 
Guaranteed work 
Only  10 min 
tate from carer
 Words end 
Mono (Perneolo) 
923-7810 
A REST 
PAPER
 whorl wee word. 
proceed Prof...nal typing 
echtIng 
of your hem 
pipers 
thews. leers.
 whatever Goer 
anted eclience 
Evernionce 
word promeors. clopertere, 
fest and *velar& N F Son Joe 
Call
 251-0649
 
ACADEMIC AND
 PROFESSIONAL 
word processing PJ's Word 
Pro-
cessing Swedos 
errs quality 
personae wort 
Experienced In 
tern papers. thesis. group pro-
jects. mumeo  manuscripts and 
leers Only minute 
horn cam 
pus 
Call  PJ
 
.1 923.2368
 
ACADEMIC  WORD PROCESSING-923 
8481
 20% STUDENT 
DISCOURT 
All format. (APA. USA. 
Tureen
 
me 
(end group prorakts
 ercone 
Free opera chock end
 die Pegs 
Eperieced thesis ond pure, 
tIon typist Standard and micro-
reser trenscription Word pro-
Geeing leination ewer* SIX 
Mon  
EH
 
Sy
 
appoineet
 
Chrysts1  923-8441 
ACCURATE.
 ACCOMPI  
!SHED  
AWARD
 WINNING 
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from
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once 
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 notmerch papers.
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rate Work guaranteed  Jens .1 
2565647 
APA 
kneel, len 
peer.  lee 
el
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10 seers leap
 word pro 
omens 
lop 
left.. 
4.1.1165 
enn 
Ing Very 
compeer*  rate end 
fset turn around
 svekenie Stu 
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ref.  discounl
 we ID 
Acmes Bets
 701 
4617
 soin
 In  
Tomas  
API US 
TYPING  17 yeas 
lopenence 
1 2 block
 horn bus bide RapkI 
turnaround &deckle II & Epson 
L0400 11 50 
ego  minimum 
charge,
 55 Available wen days 
 
week Call TOT. at 297-4096 
BLOSSOM HILL SANTA TERESA 
AREA
 last, 
accurate typing and 
word
 processing avallebie seven 
days  week Academic, business 
and room' typing welcome 
Call 365-1017 
BURNING THE 
MIDNIGHT 011 ,
 Two 
fInger typing got you down, Then 
call 
Gall et A WORD OR TWO for 
quality 
typing of epode and 
tees 
2874442.
 It 
no nswer 
pees* rye moeage 
CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL 
WORD 
PROCESSING  Reports,  
thees. group projects. resumes 
APA  
seamier
 (hoick return on 
all popes
 
All
 work gusranted 
P.O
 page and hourly rate 
Alm., 
de Brenham are Free
 disk
 eon -
ape PROF STENO TYPING 
SERVICE 
01264-4500
 
FINEST KINO WORD PROCESSING. 
All type 
of
 peers, ail lengths 
$1 
Tempe  typing & speiNng.doo, 
re spike, $1 85 pore Typing A 
full proof -ream Campbell arse 
local pickup A delivery 966-69e0 
DAYSTAR SECRETARIAL Motes.
 
sloe' student
 typist and skied 
word processor 
Dependable and 
lest. Perri leafed documents 
Own
 
100! 
printO,
 (no Pies,
 
whiteout.
 etc  ) Al 
50 
par pogo 
Call 
Sharon  on 356-2717 
(To my 
Men
 
clients,
 call to 
rearm  tee 
for your
 projects before end-ot-
emcee 
rush
 Is onn) 
F DITING WORD PROCESSING 766 
9446 Former 
English
 rooky, can 
mese w grammar,  vmsbuiery, 
eentence 
structure
 TOI, re 
search 
papers (APA. 
Turanian
 
Campbell),  also mune cop 
Cl 
L 
mire
 copy please Stakoni 
and faulty 
vrekorn
 Willow Glen 
area. *ay to locale Call Mrs 
Morton 796-9448 
ENTERPRISE WORD 
PROCESSING
 
Tenn papers. forewarn paws. 
thews A disserlstIons
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Twee..  
APA 3rd ed 
). screen-
plays.
 resumes. cover 
A followup 
leers. manuscripts 
(books. arti 
Om. shod stories), transcription
 
FREE
 SPEL CHF K. copy 
ell  Of re 
grated). proof. 
disc stoop. Stu-
detlecully discounts 
Oukk 
turnaround Santa 
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5825
 
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY  I you 
anemic. 
business,
 legal word 
processing reeds 
Toon peers,  
reports,  resume.
 cover Nees,  
group protects,  manuals,  
theses,  
dlserelons.  Mc 
All
 nocacheic 
formats
 
API Free dlek
 etor 
ego. SPE. CUE K. punctuation  and 
grammar  *sesta,.
 All work 
guaranteed  
Professional.  quAck & 
doperbe 
**rem  at 
AFFORDS
-
? RATES." Cell 
Porn
 at 247 
2681 (Santa
 Clars( Furter sev.
 
Ingo. with
 Porno' discounts,
 
PROCESS  IT WRITE.. Feely end Mu 
dors can 
rely on accuole 
tee 
pooductle  of newsletters 
reports.
 
MUM...
 Pancake.. 
manuscripts,  correspondence. 
ec Wral 
Old in grammar
 spoiling 
punctuation For 
prompt. 7 day 
reponse,  lee 
mesage 
for 
Mee AA 2750253
 
PROFESSIONAL
 EDITING OF term pe-
ers, dews 
and 
dissertations
 
Pease call 
5544650  
RESUMES.",
 Of 
stInctive  and Motes 
alone 
We 
writ*  and pre your of 
some.
 
presonting
 
your
 quaillke 
ens In  
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printing  
Cop 
leers  and envelope* also 
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SIONAL typing
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near
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TERM 
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Need 
mop, cii S S Word Pro-
cessing Spell Check t el. Ori 
ity Printers
 Resume 
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Photocores choice on parr 
Experienced
 
not
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compatible. Won/Isle word pr-
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and later 
quality 
gunner  
PC-COM 404 S 3rd Si 
corner of 
Son 
Salvador
 One 
rock  fern 
campus Call 795.1606 
WORD EXPERTISE Word Procestrog  
thesis 
dIseertallion  
manuscript  
English Conch page
 (4081 
3714220
 
WORD PROCESSING. Studer in-
structors,
 smell Penes Term 
papers, 
those,  reunes.
 man 
dnsortelom,
 mass melee, 
spell
 Chock.
 
elm Reononebe 
Me 
Call 
 & 
R Desktop Serv-
ice at 774-7671
 I Heed plck 
op 
delivery
 
WORD PROCESSING, Tem pipers 
reports. etc Students
 tarty 
Foot 
acute. Conenlet  
loca-
tion off 1280 Leigh Call I Inds tor 
rates 
el 996-0764 
WORD PROCESSING. eon 
pp 
IV* Mies OafiCk
 turnaround Pick 
nondelivery
 avail 
7774414
 
PEE
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NICHT
 
CINEMA 
presents
 
1040-
$2 ADMISSION 
MORRIS 
DAILY 
AUDITORIUM 
FUNDED BY 
ASSOCIATED
 STUDENTS 
PROGBANBOARD  
Thursday,  
March  
26,
 
Mr/Spartan
 
Daily  
Find It..
 
LaCrosse Equipment 
By
 Brine
 
Now 
Available  at 
Alexx's
 Sport
 Stop 
LaCrosse -Soccer
-Football 
Baseball -Softball -Swimming 
Running -Track
-Basketball
 
Wrestling -Volleyball  
Ski Rental
 
Extensive
 Line of Equipment & Apparel 
8.5..E 
12 N SANTA CRUZ 
AVENUE  
LOS GATOS.CA 95030 
(408) 395-6950 
Mon -Fri 10-7, Sat 10-5 Sun 12-4 
THERE ARE 
TWO
 
SIDES
 
TO 
BECOMING  
A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
And they're both repre 
sented
 by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The 
caduceus
 on the 
left
 
means 
you're
 part of a health care 
system in which 
educational  and 
career advancement are the 
rule, 
not the exception. The
 gold bar 
on the right means you command
 respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a 
BSN,  write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box
 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. 
Or call toll free 1 -800 -USA -ARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE. 
"r11111.'811linVI IN MOM 111 111111 111 
MI MI MB 
A 
Wolff&9IYs1&um
 Gerfler 
GRAND 
OPENING
 
SPECIALS!
 
1 FREE
 VISIT!
 
One bee visit per person
 with this coupon 
Only 
one coupon per person will be honorer) 
during this special 
Counnn 
April1q87
 
ONE 
MONTH  MEMBERSHIP
 
ONLY
 $2959
 
EXKIITAN  
20956 Homesleao 
Pr 
lat Stelling)
 
(408)996-0500
 
EXECUTAN
 
lUSA
 Leigh  
Avenue.
 
San  Jose 
lat 
Southwest  
Expressway)
 
(408)947-7866
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Simply 
Red LP 
offers
 
new  
mix 
of pop 
and  
funk
 
By Lisa Robadilla 
Simply Red's 
newly -released 
album.  Men and 
Women,
 is a de -
Tracks
 
lightful follow-up
 to the band's
 first 
LP. Picture Book. 
With thumping. 
upbeat
 rhythms and 
slow  melodies. 
the 
British  hand's appeal 
is style 
and substance at 
its peak. Both mel-
low and upbeat, the album is 
great  
dancing, 
driving
 or lounging music.
 
For one thing. 
Simply  Red 
truly sounds
 like a hand. Unlike 
some albums, which 
are slick and 
over
-produced  to the extent 
that one 
cannot distinguish
 one musical in-
strument from 
the other. Men and
 
Women  has a sound
 almost like a 
live recording. 
The 
trumpet 
and  
saxophone
 
truly sound
 like the instruments
 that 
they 
are, rather 
than
 a synthesized
 
version
 of the 
instruments.
 The vo-
cals of 
Mick  Hucknall 
doesn't
 
sound  like a studio 
recording,  hut a 
live performance. 
The vocals 
of Hucknall. the 
tight, 
thumping  
bass,
 saxophone,
 
trumpet, guitar.
 keyboards and 
even  
the 
occasional  cello 
present
 a great 
musical 
sound.
 
Simply
 Red's style 
is that of 
Brit- I unk. or 
blue-eyed  soul. 
popu-
lar 
in Great Britain right
 now. The 
music is 
mellow without being
 me-
diocre, funk -filled
 hut accessible. 
The hand covers the 
sou  
of reg-
gae. blues and 
funk
 with, ore
-
tense 01 trying to be too hip. 
From "Love Fire," "Let Me 
Have
 
It All," "Infidelity," "Ev'ry 
Time We Say Goodbye" 
and 
"Move On Out," the songs on Men 
and Women depict the progressions 
and digressions 
within 
lovers  
relationships.
 
The songs cover the different 
stages of a relationship, 
spanning  
from the first moments of admira-
tion to the longing for a more physi-
cal relationship, and from the deceit 
to the final break up. 
"Infidelity"
 is a song about a 
man's tendency to 
fool
 around be-
hind his lover's back. It's a catchy, 
peppy 
song that should get you 
snapping and humming. The hand 
utilizes its horns baritone
 saxo-
phone. 
saxophone and 
trumpet - 
to produce a moving,  inspirational 
sound.
 
"Evry Time We Say Good-
bye" is a 
blues  cover version, and 
Hucknall 's emotionally ridden 
voice is combined with a simple 
piano and cello. This song and the 
song. "Maybe Someday." are the 
closest to the sound heard on the 
hand's first hit. "Holding 
Back  the 
Years." This song finishes  
the I irst 
side 
of the album, leaving the lis-
tener eager to find out what else the 
hand has in store  for him or her. 
Overall.
 
Simply  
Red's  L.P. 
Men and Women
 
is a good 
album 
which  
should  be 
appreciated
 by 
modern -music 
lovers and 
Top -40 
lovers 
kir  its 
peppy,
 white 
soul 
illUsic 
Calendar
 
Dance Theatre '87 will he pre-
sented
 
by the SJSU 
dance program 
students  of the Theater Arts 
Depart-
ment  Friday and Saturday night and 
April I through 4. Tap dancer Sam 
Weber will
 he featured at 
tomorrow
 
night's premiere at the 
ii 
sit) 
studio. Call 277-2763 
for  ion& 
bon 
. 
 
  
Ramblin' 
Jack Elliot
 with 
Mary 
McCaslin  and Jim 
Ringer will 
appear  in 
concert
 at 14 p.m. 
on
 Sat-
urday at 
the Kuumbwa 
Jaz/ Center 
in Santa Cna. 
Tickets are $8 
plus  
tax and 
are  available at 
Cymbaline  
in Santa Cruz 
and  at the door. 
Call  
429-7661  for 
information
 
   
Dawn Hart's mixed
 media art 
exhibit. "Land Rites" opens Tues-
day at the Downtown Gallery in San 
Jose.  Gallery hours are Tuesday 
through Saturday, noon to 4 p.m. 
Call 294-4545 for information. 
   
Chuck
 Berry and the San Jose 
Symphony Orchestra
 will perform 
at a benefit concert for the San Jose 
Arts Round Table 
at
 8 p.m. Tues-
day at the San Jose Center for the 
Performing Ans.
 Call (415) 323 
1100
 
for 
information.  
Entertainer
 
The Entertainer
 supplement is an 
arts/entertainment  
guide that
 appears each Thursday 
in the Spartan Daily. 
Editor 
Amy L. Pabalan
 
Photo Editor 
April
 Swill 
Special  
Sections
 Manager
 
Jeff 
Rausis 
Cover
 Photo by Michael
 Burke 
Singer Chris Isaak 
accepts
 his award Saturday for 
Outstanding
 Independent Label 
Album  at the Bay Area 
music
 awards, better
 known
 as the Bammies, 
'Take  
Aim'
 
So, 
you  
know
 Bruce
 
ust (Alien you thought it was 
sale again . . just when you 
thought the overkill of the Boss 
by
 the media was 
finally 
finished . . . 
author  Deborah 
Mayer asks,
 "How
 many gas 
stations does Bruce 
Springsteen  
sing about?" 
That perplexing
 challenge and 
many 
other brain -wracking 
questions are posed to 
fans in the 
new book.
 "The Bruce Springsteen 
Trivia Book Prove It All 
Night!" 
But for those who are not loyal 
Followers of the Boss, 
the 
hook is 
filled with information no one really 
cares about. If the author was a 
true
 
fan of Springsteen,  she should have 
let the hype over the Boss die a 
quiet death. To 
write  a trivia hook 
about 
the talented performer is quite 
trivial. 
but
 
pros Cs  
to he 
interesting.  
The 
hook is a prime 
exantple 
of how people can go 
totally heserk 
over a 
perfonner.  But 
then
 again. 
Webster's  New World Dictionary
 
states
 
that the 
word 
"fan is 
derived  from the word 
"fanatic."  
One
 has to he 
Indy fanatic
 fan 
of 
Springsk...,1
 to 
know 
the 
answers to ,iio 
oi 
thew
 Inc la 
4UCS11011S
 
h.'
 
1111,111Ce.
 
, 
What
 was 
the 
name
 of 
the  
Catholic
 grade
 school
 
Springsteen
 
attended? 
,/When  
Springsteen
 was 
growing  
up, he 
lived 
in
 a house
 next 
to a 
gas  
station.
 
Who  ran 
that gas 
station? 
, Who taught him 
how  
to 
drive? 
, In what 
Midwestern
 town 
was 
a concert delayed because of a 
bomb
 scare? 
,.,  
What
 is the
 first 
line of 
the 
first 
song  of 
Springsteen's
 
first 
album? 
Yeah,
 right. 
The
 
hook 
isn't  your 
ordinary 
trivia
 
hook filled 
with
 
simple
 
questions
 
about  
Springsteen.
 
To 
keep  
readers'
 
interest,
 there
 are 
lilt in 
the  blank 
sections
 and even
 a 
small 
crossword
 puzzle
 to satisfy 
one's
 "hungry 
heart" to 
answer  
Springsteen  
questions. 
For 
someone
 who 
has  never 
heard of 
Springsteen  
before  the 
"Born
 in the 
U.S.A."  
album,
 the 
hook 
does  provide 
some insightful
 
information
 on the 
husky,  husky
-
voiced
 singer. 
Just  check 
out
 the 
answers  in 
the hack of 
the book. 
Amy 
L. 
Pabalan
 
At
 the age of eight, 
Springsteen
 saw Elvis 
Presley on the "Ed Sullivan 
Show" and decided 
he
 wanted to he 
Presley.
 After playing a concert in 
Memphis. 
Tenn.,
 in August 1976,
 
Bruce  attempted to scale the 
gates  
of 
Graceland  to try to meet his idol, 
the
 
King,  hut 
was  stopped
 by 
security 
guards.  
A year later. 
Springsteen wrote 
the
 song "Fire'' 
for  
Presley. 
lie 
sent a demo 
recording 
()I' the song
 to 
Presley
 before the singer's
 death in 
August 1977. 
Presley never listened 
to 
the  demo. and Springsteen neer 
met 
his idol.
 
If anyone
 
knows  
the answers 
to 
the 
questions
 in this hook,
 he must 
he 
a Springsteen 
Junkie.  Such 
knowledge  
won't  get one too far in 
life, 
unless  you are on a TV 
quiz 
show. 
It's weird 
to know so much 
about 
one's  favorite performer,  
hut
 
perfectly  harmless. 
Just ask 
me
 anything about 
John "Cougar Mellencamp. 
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Concert aids 
March of 
Dimes
 
1 
By Paige C. Barge! 
Excitement filled the Civic Au-
ditorium Thursday as the crowd 
awaited the appearance of the KBC 
Band,
 Eddie and the Tide. Greg 
Kihn and Eric Martin. 
The first KOME-sponsored
 
March of Dimes Benefit 
was an 
"effort to kick off this year's Walk -
America on April 26," David 
Wohlman, 
promotions  director at 
KOME said. 
The three-hour concert at-
tracted 1.500 people, each paying 
Music  
$12.50 
to see the bands. All of the 
money  was donated to the March of 
Dimes fight to
 
find the causes and 
cures of 
birth defects. 
"Over 
2(X) people signed up to 
walk," said Rene Matsumoto,  di-
rector of special 
events for the 
South Bay chapter of the March of 
Dimes.
 
"KOME did a great job," 
Matsumoto 
said.  "I think the turn 
out was excellent." 
KOME 
General
 Manager Jim 
Hardy said KOME has 
"worked  
with the 
March  of Dimes to be the 
official South Bay, station (to
 spon-
sor) the Walk -America." 
KOME got 
promoter  Bill Gra-
ham  to sponsor the event and 
ar-
ranged for the 
hands  to perform, 
Hardy said. 
"What's
 great is the 
bands 
came 
out two days 
before  the Bay 
Area Music  
Awards,"  Jeff 
Siegel,
 
senior 
executive  at KOME 
said.  
_ 
"It's all 
for charity."
 said 
Eddie Rice of Eddie
 and the Tide. 
"I
 do lots of 
charitable  work 
for kids," Greg 
Kihn said. 
"I like charities
 that help kids,
 
so I'm a natural 
to
 do this." Kihn 
said. 
"I couldn't
 say no," he 
said.  
"It's a good 
cause," said Eric 
Martin of 
the Eric Martin 
Band.  
"Besides, 
no one asked me 
to 
do 'Live Aid' 
 I would have done 
that, too," Martin said. 
Kihn 
was  first up on 
stage,
 and 
started off the 
concert  with a blast. 
But
 after breaking 
his guitar 
string in the 
first song, Kihn 
proved 
he was a 
professional  by singing
 
"Tracks
 of My Tears" 
a cappella 
while 
waiting
 for the guitar
 string to 
he fixed. 
Once 
everything
 was hack in 
order, 
Kihn went on to 
sing "Can't 
Stop Hurtin' 
Myself." "Our
 Love's 
In 
Jeopardy,"  and 
"They Don't 
Write Like 
That Anymore"
 as the 
enthusiastic  
crowd  roared. 
Eddie
 and The 
Tide  were up 
next and belted 
out several of 
their 
hit tunes,
 including 
"Runnin'  
Wild,  
Runnin' Free."
 and "One in 
a Mil-
lion." 
Eric 
Martin  joined 
them
 to sing 
his 
hit  "Don't 
Stop
 Baby." 
All three 
performers  finished 
their stint 
on stage by 
singing
 Ben 
E. King's song 
"Stand By Me." 
while
 the audience 
joined  in. 
"Wavy  Gravy," the 
emcee at 
the "Woodstock
 Music 
Festival"  
introduced
 the 
anxiously  
awaited
 
KBC Band. 
The crowd
 went wild 
as the 
Michael 
Burke
 Daily
 stall
 
photographer  
KIlt 
Band's
 lead 
guitarist  
Paul  
Naner
 performs
 free at 
the  
KOME
 
benefit
 concert 
for the 
March 
of
 Dimes 
last  
Thursday.
 
Michael Burke -- Daily 
staff  photographer 
Eddie Rice.
 lead singer of Eddie and the Tide,  was one
 performer who devoted time for the benefit.
 
'It's 
a good 
cause  . . 
. besides,
 no one 
asked me 
to do 
'Live
 Aid'  
I would 
have  done 
that, too.'
 
 
Eric  
Martin,
 
rock 
singer 
band sang "Rockin'
 With the Boys 
(Down on the 
Wreckin'  Crew)." 
The hand's 
hour
 performance 
included 
hits  "Crossfire" 
and  "It's 
Not You, It's Not 
Me."  
When the band 
tried to leave 
the stage,  
the audience went 
crazy,  
shouting and 
cheering  so loudly
 that 
the 
band
 came hack 
for an encore 
which 
included  "Girl 
With the 
Hungry  
Eyes."
 
The  concert was 
a definite suc-
cess, raising 
several thousand
 dol-
lars for March
 of Dimes. Siegel
 said 
he hoped the concert would become 
an annual event to he sponsored by 
KOME. 
For those interested
 in helping 
the cause,
 the Walk -America
 
sponsorship 
sheets
 are available. 
For information 
call
 295 -WA! .K 
Wednesday
 
Nite
  All  You
 Can
 Eat
 
$3.75  
700
 Bellomy St  Santa Clara  
241-2850
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eammiesBay
 Area 
musicians  honored 
at 
extravagant
 
award  party 
What started out as an idea by BAM 
Magazine's publisher Dennis Erokan, 
has 
grown
 into one of the
 
nation's  big-
gest  rock 
parties.
 
The Bay Area Music Awards - 
the Bammies
 celebrated its 10th an-
niversary
 Saturday night by presenting 
local talent with recognition,
 while giv-
ing the 
audience  a great
 
show
 
Dick  Bright was 
the
 master of cere-
monies for 
the lavish event that 
lasted 
more than three hours.
 During that time. 
performers such as Eddie 
Money,  Chris 
lssak. 
Bourgeouis  Tagg, the KBC 
Band 
and  a number of other 
energetic stars de-
lighted the
 sold -out crowd
 of approxi-
mately 
5.5(X)  people
 
at 
the San Francisco 
Civic Auditorium.
 
Steve 
Perry,  lead vocalist of Jour-
ney, John Fogerty, 
Eric  Martin, 49er 
football players Ronnie Lott and Dwight 
Clark along 
with  TV announcer Don 
Pardo were just a few of the stars that 
turned out 
Mr the extravaganza. 
Nina 
Blackwood
 from the
 TV show 
"Entertainment  
Tonight"  and 
MTV's  
Mark 
Goodman  were 
among
 two of the 
many  presenters at 
the ceremony. 
MTV  
also broadcasted live 
from
 the Bammies, 
bringing
 the party across the nation. 
The 
Bammies  are 
like a "nightclub
 
oF the stars," said 
Martin.  
"Everyone 
gets
 together to talk the latest
 gossip be-
tween local 
yocals." 
The rock group 
Journey
 ran away 
with top 
honors by winning four Ham-
mies, followed
 by Huey Lewis and the 
News 
with  three awards, and 
The  KBC 
Band
 with 
two.
 
Clark 
accepted
 Huey Lewis 
and the 
News' Hammy 
award  for Outstanding 
Album 
because
 the group 
is
 currently out 
on lour. 
He
 noted that he and 
several
 
other
 49er teammates 
helped out Huey 
Lewis 
and  the News on vocals 
in
 the sin-
gle. 
"Hip
 to he Square." 
"If any other
 band out there wants 
a 
number one 
album,
 
just
 let us 
know,"
 
Clark said. 
During the final 
song by Isaak, a 
number of 
stars  came out for a final 
jam 
session. John 
Fogerty
 was the first to 
join Isaak 
and his hand, hut 
was soon 
followed  by other 
performers  including 
Bonnie 
Rain, Keith Cmssman 
of the 
KBC 
Band, Randy 
Jackson  of Journey 
and 
Dick  Bright. 
The RAM Board 
of Directors 
Award,  presented annually to a 
Bay 
Area musician 
for  consistent outstanding 
achievement, 
was  awarded to producer -
percussionist Narada Michael 
Walden.  
A list of
 
Hammy
 winners for 
1987
 
include: 
Bay 
Area Musician of the Year 
Photos 
and text by 
Michael
 Burke
 
Zulu Spear's lead singer, Ntuhy 
Mathunjwa, 
(above right) shows off 
her style at the 
Bammies.  'ntil 
1)ecember's Adam Sherburne. (right 
wears a headset microphone 
that 
enables him to play the guitar
 and 
mine freely around the stage.
 
John Fogerty 
Outstanding
 Album
  Fore. Huey 
Lewis and the
 News 
Outstanding Debut Album 
KIK The KBC Band 
Outstanding 
Independent  Label 
Album - Old Time Night, Chris Loiter 
and the Hangouts 
Outstanding
 Jazz Album Spon-
taneous 
Inventions, Bobby McFerrin 
Outstanding Group - 
Journey 
Bay 
Area
 
Club Band
 of the Year 
-- - 
Chris
 Loiter and the 
Hangouts 
Outstanding
 Ethnic 
Group  -- 
Zulu  
Spear 
Outstanding
 Song 
 "Take 
Me 
Home 
Tonight"
 
by 
Eddie  Money 
Outstanding
 Male 
Vocalist 
Steve Perry
 
Outstanding  
Female  
Vocalist  
Sheila
 E. 
Outstanding
 
Guitarist   
Neal
 
Schon 
of Journey
 
Outstanding  
Reeds  Player 
Johnny  Colla 
of Huey Lewis
 and the 
News 
Outstanding  
Keyboardist/Synthes
 
1st  
Jonathan Cain 
of
 Journey 
Outstanding
 Bassist
  Jack 
Ca-
sady 
of The KBC
 Band 
Outstanding Drummer  Bill Gib-
son of Huey Lewis and the News 
26.
 
1987
 
Page
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Winner of the
 
Outstanding
 
Keyboardist/Synthesist
 
award.
 Jonathan
 Cain 
of
 
Journey
 holds 
up
 his 
trophy 
while  band 
members
 Steve 
l'erry 
and  Neal 
Schon  
look
 on. 
MTV's
 Mark 
Goodman
 Ito the 
left) signs a 
program for 
autograph -
seeker Christine
 Yee of 
Walnut  Creek. 
Goodman  was 
one  of the 
many stars
 who attended
 the awards
 ceremony. 
Comedian  
Nlichael  
Pilchard
 (above) shows
 a face he 
would  like to do 
in an des ator 
full 
of San 
Francisco  
businessmen.
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gree mark, it is 80 feet off the 
ground. You are also pulling three 
units of gravity when the ship is 
swinging around. 
The ride is constructed with 
four axles. With each rock, it in-
creases the size of the
 arcs,  and 
eventually, it is completely sus-
pended
 upside down. 
Al first sight, the ride is intim-
idating. It's not everyday that you 
see a ship upside-down, and it is a 
scary sight. But don't chicken out. 
It's worth the risk. 
The swaying isn't really that 
had. I thought it would 
made  me 
feel like my stomach was in my 
throat, and I was right. But the real 
scare comes
 when your blood 
rushes to 
your  head when
 you are 
suspended
 upside 
down. 
The  feeling of 
being  inverted. 
especially while sitting
 down, is un-
nerving. 
The  only thing 
between  
you and the shallow 
harbor  below is 
a plastic 
shoulder  harness and 
a 
padded lap 
bar.  
The ship goes upside down
 two 
times 
during  the course of the two
-
minute ride. It is 
amazing  what goes 
through your 
mind when you are 
"silting.
 hut your 
backside is
 
not
 
touching the seat for those few frai 
tic moments. 
The man sitting next to me, 
reporter from the 
San Francisc 
Chronicle, started 
yelling for h 
mommy. 
Although it's a 
hit  scary, th 
attraction is 
fun! The thrill 
of
 sittin 
in a 
50
-passenger boat 
that
 is swini 
ing up 
and hack, 
with  the win 
through
 your hair, 
is invigorating.
 
The only thing I 
recommend t 
anyone 
who  wants to ride 
"Th 
Revolution"
 is not to eat
 immed 
ately 
before  you ride. But, alter yr) 
ride. you might lose your appetite. 
Rockin' ride
 
turns  
stomachs
 
By Deborah J. Kaplan
 
The 
anticipation
 
of 
sitting
 in 
the 
bluish
-gray  
ship,
 with 
a shoul-
der strap
 and 
a lap 
bar,  is 
almost  
overwhelming.  
Then 
the voice comes
 over the 
public address 
system at Great 
America. 
"Welcome
 to 
the  
Revolution.  
Please
 hold 
on
 to all 
personal  
items. 
including
 glasses
 and 
purses.
 All 
clear. 
Then 
the swaying 
begins.
 The 
majestic ship 
goes  hack and 
forth
 
with pendulum -like 
motion.  Each 
swing propels the 
ship
 higher until it 
41==IIIMEM, 
is upside down. 
I watched its 
the  loose change 
fell from my pockets and into the 
calm waters 
of
 Yankee Harbor 
below.  
This isn't a drug induced 
dream, or even a figment of my 
imagination. It's a new ride at Great 
America. And it is awesome. 
The
 attraction, appropriately 
called "The 
Revolution"  is a rep-
lica of an Early American warship, 
complete with a figurehead,
 which 
is the statue of 
a woman at the bow. 
It travels 48 -feet per second,
 
and by the time it is at the 360-de -
Passengers hang on tight as they are suspended 
upside
 down (above)
 
vy 
bile riding "The 
Revolution." Santa Clara Mayor Eddie Souza 
(righti christens the new ride at Great America. 
Photos
 
by
 
Bret J. Polvorosa 
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Fine
 
dialogue
 
enhances
 plays 
Hy 
Judith
 
Faught
 
Things never stay the same. 
This
 
was
 the theme of two one -act 
plays
 
presented
 by the Los Altos 
Conservatory
 Theatre. 
The double 
billing of 
"Laun-
dry 
and
 
Bourbon"  and "Lone 
Star" 
Theatre
 
creates a 
unique 
combination  
be-
cause  both 
plays
 are written 
by 
James  
McLure,
 and both take place
 
in 
Texas.  
June  
1976.  
An interesting twist to the pro-
ductions
 is although cast 
members 
do not overlap between the two 
plays. references are made to char-
acters 
that appear in the 
other
 play. 
These references give the audience 
insights
 to both the
 character 
on 
stage
 and the people in the other 
play. 
Another curious 
aspect
 of the 
plays is that 
"Laundry"  has 
only 
Female 
characters and 
"Lone  Star" 
has only 
male
 characters. This lets 
the audience 
compare
 differences in 
the two
 sexes viev, 
The 
first, 
"Laundry  and 
hour -
bon.  starts
 out 
promising  by 
pro-
viding 
interesting
 
characters,
 
some 
snappy 
dialogue 
and a few
 laughs, 
hut ends
 up going 
nowhere.  
The 
play begins
 with 
Elinbeth
 
Caulder,
 played 
by
 Mary 
Carole  
Frederickson,  
taking  down 
her  laun-
dry from 
the clothesline
 behind her
 
rundown
 Texan 
home. Her
 best 
Friend 
Hattie  Dealing, 
played by 
Kimily
 Conkle, stops by 
for  a visit. 
The  two
 talk 
about 
interesting
 
topics
 
such  
as
 
television  
game
 
shows,
 trips 
with 
the kids
 to 
J.C.  
Penney's
 and the
 Texas
 heat 
while 
they 
down 
glasses
 
of 
bourbon  
and 
cola. 
Soon 
Elizabeth  and Hattie start
 
to reminisce about their high school
 
days and they realize
 how life has 
turned 
out so much differently than 
they had imagined.
 
Another
 former schoolmate. 
Amy 
Lee Fullernoy,
 stops by
 and 
joins the conversation. Amy. played 
by Heather Sanderson,  is one of 
the 
richest women in town who married 
her husband just for his 
money  . 
The quick remarks between 
Hattie and Amy keep the audience 
smiling. but it leaves nothing more. 
The actresses give 
some
 fine perfor-
mances but Conkle tends to over-
play her role
 a hit. 
Overall, there isn't a plot or a 
conflict. It's basically an hour of 
conversation. Perhaps the author 
should
 have 
concentrated  more on a 
storyline 
than
 on trying
 to he differ-
ent. 
Fortunately for the audience, 
"Lime Star" is more entertaining. 
It deals with the difficult ad-
justments 
confronting  a Vietnam 
veteran since he has returned home. 
He finds his life did not turn out the 
way he dreamed it would. 
Although the play presents 
some serious
 topics, it offers 
laughs. 
"Lone Star" opens with
 Roy 
Caulder and his younger brother. 
Ray, sitting in an alley behind An-
gel's
 Bar finishing 
bottles
 of 
beer.  
Roy,  played
 
wonderfully
 by 
Gary Andrew Holman. wears an un-
buttoned
 
army
 jacket thrown
 over 
white
 
T-shirt
 
and  a 
pair
 of 
laded  
blue
 
jeans.
 He is 
singing 
along to 
a 
Hank 
Williams
 tune 
wailing 
from  
the 
bar. 
Dressed in his small black cap, 
baggy pants and sneakers Ray re-
minds one of the Gomer Pyle char-
acter on the TV program, "The 
Andy 
Griffith  Show." 
Ray is dopey
 but
 in a lovable 
and humorous way. It is his naivete 
that makes his remarks so funny, 
since they are made out of inno-
cence rather than spite. 
Actor Richard Allan Holman 
plays this role well and ends up 
stealing the show with his well-
timed responses. 
The major topic
 between the 
two brothers
 was the same as that
 in 
"Laundry. They talk about
 how 
things 
were when they were in 
high 
school
 and 
how so 
much has 
changed. 
Roy 
starts  talking about how 
difficult it was to return 
home after 
lighting in Vietnam. He had been 
lite only person II he loVi n to he 
dratted. 
Then the 
topic  turns to high 
school days and 
Roy s car. a 1959 
pink Thunderbird - his pride and 
joy.
 
As the play progresses, Ray 
finds out that Skeeter, 
played by 
Pete Quaid. decided to take
 Roy's 
Thunderbird out for a little ride 
without Roy knowing about it. 
Skeeter ends up totaling the car. 
Skeeter tells Ray about the ac-
cident. Knowing that 
Roy will kill 
Skeeter if he 
Finds
 out that he 
wrecked his car. Ray agrees to take
 
the blame for the accident. Both fig-
ure that 
Roy won't harm his own 
brother.
 It's up to Ray 
to break
 the 
news
 to Roy and this creates some 
of the funniest laughs of the night. 
 'Laundry and Bourbon" and 
"Lone  Star" runs Thursdays. Fri-
days and Saturdays through 
April  
11 with all pertOrmances
 starting at 
K p.m. 
The Los Altos Conservatory 
Theatre is located
 at 97 Hillview 
Avenue in I.os Altos. 
Museum
 houses
 
memories  
of the 
past  
ity 
Paige
 C. 
Borgel  
Three 
downtown
 
San 
Jose
 
houses
 have found
 new 
homes  at 
the  
San Jose 
Historical  
Museum. 
The 
museum,  
located  on 
16 
acres 
at Kelley 
Park
 in San 
Jose,  ac-
quired the 
homes last 
month.  The 
three new
 houses include
 the Mark-
ham. 
De Luz 
and  
Gordon
 houses.
 
said Mignon Gibson, historical 
mu-
seum director. 
Markham house was home to 
Edwin Markham, author of the 
poem "A Man
 With a Hoe." The 
house  was in the care of the SJSU 
Foundation. However, 
SJSU 
needed the area around the house,  
so it was 
moved  to the museum. 
Bret
 
I 
, 
.;,:'  
aoqrapher
 
A 
19th
-century
 bicycle is 
proudly
 
encased
 
at 
San 
Jose's
 
Historical
 
Museum.
 The hike is one of the 
many
 
historical
 
items
 
there.  
Markham's house will even-
tually 
he displayed as a home, com-
plete with furnishings of 
the era. 
said Ellen Garboske. volunteer pro-
jects coordinator lor the museum. 
Christina De Luz,  
former 
owner  of the De Luz house,  was an 
active volunteer at the museum. She 
had been helping the museum
 with 
their textile 
collection before 
her  
death last year. De 
Luz left her 
house to the museum. Gibson 
said. 
After 
renovation,  the De Luz 
house will display textiles
 now 
stored on museum grounds due to 
the present
 lack of space. 
Garboske 
said. 
The Gordon house,  the oldest 
of the three 
houses, was moved
 to 
the museum because 
the area 
around it 
was rezoned. 
'It was either move it,
 or let it 
he torn 
down,'' Gibson said. 
All the houses at the 
museum 
are considered
 historical due to their 
ages
 and owners. 
Gibson  said. 
Old 
houses  and houses owned 
by famous or important
 San Jose 
residents are 
considered  historical. 
Gibson said. 
The newly 
arrived  houses
 will 
he 
renovated
 some 
time
 this year.
 
Garboske said. 
Other  than a 
few paid 
employ  
ees, most 
of the 
work
 done at 
the 
museum  is 
done
 by 
volunteers,
 Gar - 
hoske 
said.  
Volunteers
 also 
work
 in 
the museum's
 gift shop
 and O'Bri-
en's 
Ice Cream 
Parlor, both 
located 
in the Pacific
 Hotel, the 
main build-
ing at the museum. 
The museum is 
also home to 
dozens
 of other 
structures.
 
One  
of 
the structures 
on
 the grounds is the
 
Umharger 
House,  built in 
the
 
1870's by David Umharger.
 
a gold 
miner 
and  pioneer of 
South San 
Jose. The 
house  was moved 
to the 
museum
 in 
1970.  
Dr. H.H.
 Warburton,  
a doctoi 
of the late 
19th and early 2001 cen 
miies,  
built  
his office 
at 
Main 
and 
Benton streets in Santa Clara. The 
office was
 moved to the museum in 
1966 and includes medical instru-
ments,  many resembling primitive 
torture devices. from Dr. Warbur-
ton. Also displayed
 in the office are 
the chair and instruments of Dr. 
Fowler, a dentist and the last owner 
of 
the office. 
Replicas of 
many
 old San Jose 
structures 
are  also displayed
 at the 
museum,  including 
the San Jose 
Electric 
Light  Tower. The 
original 
tower 
stood 237 feet 
tall and strad-
dled the 
intersection  of Santa
 Clara 
and Market streets in 
downtown  San 
Jose at the 
turn of the 
century.  The 
replica at the 
museum  stands 115 
feet and 
eventually  will
 stand in the 
streets
 of the 
museum.  
The tower was the brainstorm 
of J.J. Owens. editor
 of the San 
Jose Mercury in the early part of the 
century. The tower, which provided 
very little light to 
the  intersection 
despite its
 site,
 was designed to 
show how electricity 
worked.  Seve-
ral years after its construction, the 
ominous  tower collapsed on itself 
on 
a 
Sunday
 afternoon.
 
Garboske
 
said. 
The 
San  Jose 
Historical  
Mu-
seum also includes a collection of 
San Jose history. The display is 
housed in the Pacific Hotel
 la rep-
lica of the original,  which was 
founded in 1880 and stood on 
Mar-
ket Street in San Josef It includes 
information and items from the Cos-
tanoan Indians. the Spanish Mission 
era, work of local
 artists,  pictures of 
China Town. the 1906 earthquake 
and the first bicycles. 
Eventually,  
the museum hopes 
to 
have
 a street resembling the 
downtown
 area as it used to 
he
 at 
the turn of the 
century.
 Garboske
 
said. The area will be complete 
with 
cable cars,
 a gas station,  and the 
electric tower. 
The museum is located at 635 
Phelan
 Ave. in San Jose. It's open 
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday 
through 
Friday  and
 Noon to 
4:30 
p.m. Saturday and Sunday. 
Admission is SI for adults (19 
and over).
 and 50e 
for children (two 
to ) and 
seniors
 (65 
and 
met).  
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'Kangaroo'
 fails  to 
spark  
any 
insightful
 
messages
 
By Deborah G 
Guadan  
A knock on.the door interrupts 
the peaceful mood of the Somers' 
home. Thi ; interruption ruins the 
couple's quiet
 life, but also symbol-
izes the 
end of any 
intimacy
 they 
ever  
had.  
These military investigators in-
vade the couple's
 lives because they 
want tc intimidate the controversial 
Cinema 
writer and his German
-horn wife. 
This scene 
sets  the action for 
the movie,"
 Kangaroo." Based on a 
novel 
by D. H. 
Lawrence,  the 
movie follows the 
lives of Richard 
and 
Harriet  Somers who 
flee
 Eng-
land for 
Australia
 during the First 
World  
War.
 
The story is 
based  on events 
Lawrence  and his 
wife  actually ex-
perienced. 
With this in 
mind, a viewer
 
would 
naturally
 expect the 
movie  to 
grip 
him and express some
 profound 
messages and 
emotions,  hut it fails 
to ilo 
so
 
Despite Judy 
Davis'  vibrant 
portrayal of Harriet, the viewer 
never believes the husband and wife 
really love one another. 
As Richard,
 Cohn
 Friels cre-
ates a character who is unable to de-
cide between his 
politics  and his 
wife. His faltering between the two 
almost destroys the marriage. 
His portrayal is adequate for 
the movie's
 needs but  doesn't jump 
out and impress the viewer. 
Once in Australia. the Somers' 
new neighbors. Jack and Vicki Cal -
con provide sexual tension. 
All of Lawrence's characters 
have difficulty communicating their 
actual emotions. Most of the time
 
there is friction within and between 
the sexually -liberated couple 
and 
the more conventional pair. 
John Walton plays Jack, a war 
veteran,  who is involved with a se-
cret para-military group who want 
to take over the country's current 
government. His wife Vicki, played 
by
 Julie Nihill, is a simple, country 
woman
 who unaba.sedly enjoys 
making love,  no 
matter who is pre-
sent. 
It's Jack's 
politics
 and Vicki's 
open sexuality which come between 
Richard and Harriet. 
Because
 Jack respects 
Rich-
ard's work,
 he offers to 
introduce 
the writer to his leader.
 Once Rich-
ard meets
 the leader, Kangaroo,
 he 
is expected to 
devote  himself com-
pletely to the cause. 
Harriet 
hates  his refusals to 
discuss the group's 
activities and 
longs for
 the magic of their mar-
riage to return. 
Confused? Most 
viewers  will 
he if they don't read the novel
 first. 
Fortunately,
 the movie does have 
some bright spots
 which will keep 
the viewer's
 interest. 
From the
 opening scene in the 
Somers' darkened and intimate 
house 
to
 the bloody murder scenes 
at the end, the
 photography is mar-
velous. 
An effective trick is the switch
 
from every day life 
to brilliant shots 
of
 Harriet and Richard at the beach.
 
This device 
is used to convey 
the troubles 
which  come between 
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Judy 
Davis
 and
 Colin Friel star n 
"kangaroo.
 Based on a D.11. 
Lawrence  book, the film opens 
next Friday at San Jose's 
Camera  3. 
the couple and it 
gives the
 
movie  
the  
see  this movie." 
However,  
in corn -
little 
romance
 that it has. 
parison 
to the majority 
of today's 
movies  which 
insult  a 12 -year
 old's 
intelligence.  the movie
 is still worth 
seeing,
 especially if 
one  is a fan of 
Lawrence.
 
"Kangaroo" was 
made by 
Cineplex 
Odeon  Films and directed
 
by
 Tim Burstall. It is 
scheduled  to 
After 
all this, a 
viewer  proha-
 open 
April  3. 
Check  your 
local 
hly
 expects a 
definite  "don't
 go and 
movie guide 
for show time
 
Even the love scene, which 
still won't convince
 the viewer 
Richard 
and Harriet truly love one 
another,
 expresses the 
obvious  care 
which went 
into
 shooting
 
the 
movie.
 
Squeezer's
 
diners 
select
 
their 
burger toppings 
at 
fun  
family  restaurant 
By 
Judith  
Fought  
Going to 
Squeezer's  is a lot 
like going to a 
carnival.  There are 
balloons, kiddie rides, cotton 
candy, tons of children,  
and lots of 
fun. 
Located at 3830 Stevens Creek 
Blvd. in Santa 
Clara.  Squeezer's 
manages to he an upscale McDon-
ald's 
with
 
better tasting food. 
Its 
menu
 includes 
fish sand-
wiches and
 spaghetti, hut it's hest to 
Dining 
skip those items 
and go for their 
specialty 
-- hamburgers. 
The restaurant offers three 
sizes of burgers: the 3.5 or. Little 
Squeeze
 
($1.29);  
the 
6 or. Squeezer 
$2.39): and the 8 or. Big Squeezer 
$2.89).
 
Once your order has been fixed 
then it's to the condiment counters 
to 
load  the burger with your choice 
fixings  onions, pickles, let-
tuce, tomatoes, mustard, ketchup, 
or mayonnaise.
 It's all there. 
The  real secret
 of the 
burger,  
however,
 is not
 the 
meat.  It's
 in 
Squeezer's  
buns, 
which  are 
baked 
fresh 
daily  on 
the 
premises.  
This 
special  touch
 transforms
 what
 could 
he 
an
 ordinary
 hamburger
 into a 
de-
licious
 
treat.
 
Of 
course, 
obligatory  
french  
fries (60 and
 80 cents) 
are also 
available.  They 
are  thin and 
golden,
 
but nothing
 special. For 
the vegetar-
ians and the 
dieters,  Squeezer
 offers 
a 
large  salad
 
bar ($2.79).
 
The service is quick and the 
employees are constantly busy refil-
ling the condiment trays and keep-
ing the 
counters  
immaculate.
 The 
tables 
are also 
kept clean
 and 
cleared. 
But beware 
during 
peak  peri-
ods  
you'll  need to 
scramble for a 
seat 
since  there 
are
 so many 
people.  
Soft drinks 
(60 and 70 
cents)  
are self
-served
 and there 
are unlim-
ited 
refills, which
 is lucky 
for 
thirsty 
adults
 or nervous
 children 
who  spill. drinks into 
their laps. 
For 
dessert,  diners 
can choose 
from
 pie a la 
mode,  
turnovers,
 or 
pastries 
from  Squeezer's 
in-house 
bakery.
 If you 
are  too full 
for
 some-
thing sweet, 
then take home
 a whole 
pie 
to
 enjoy later. 
A cup of 45 -cent popcorn 
or 
75 -cent cotton candy is available for 
those with the munchies. 
Since 
the place has a fast food 
atmosphere,
 don't expect fancy fix-
tures or elegant seating. 
The 
tables
 are the typical easy -
to -wipe variety and the 
cane -backed
 
chairs provide comfortable padding. 
As for decorations, there really 
isn't very much to look at except 
video games, other
 diners and the 
numerous balloons attached to the 
ceiling that manage 
to escape from a 
small child's grasp.
 
Since Squeezer's is a family -
oriented restaurant, the kids often 
outnumber the adults. So, if you're 
looking for a quiet, mature 
setting 
or if you don't like 
children, don't 
bother 
stopping by. 
But if you do 
want to try some 
of the hest burgers around in a fun 
atmosphere, then 
give Squeezer's a 
try. 
Hours are Monday through 
Thursday 10 a.m.
 to II p.m., Fri-
day and Saturday 10 
a.m.  to mid-
night. 
Sunday  II a.m.
 to 11 p.m. 
